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Buffalo
J o e  S i l l s
I am preparing the cereal when you enter the kitchen, showered and 
wet and naked. You watch me pour the milk, you nod your head for 
me to stop, you allow me to push your seat under you. But you don’t 
eat. You are dripping over the linoleum and are entirely nude. I put 
away the juice and ask if you are hungry and you say, well, not hungry, 
hungry. Perhaps this is a polite way of saying that I have chosen an 
incorrect word.
We walk to work. Stray dogs sleep fearlessly on fractured sidewalks. 
A shoelace drips from a telephone wire, a jetliner slips into a cloud, I 
sip my coffee. A dog stretches and then sneezes into the m orning and 
I think, bless yoh. At the end of our block is an odd patch of road, 
mysteriously purpled. We step over it and our feet hit the other side in 
eighth notes.
I sip my coffee, you squeeze my fingers, up ahead is the subway. Your 
hand glides up my back like an afterthought. You take my finger and 
scratch your nose with it and say, those aren’t dogs. They are chapped 
lips that have swelled, fermented, and have by accident become dogs. 
You release my finger and I let my arm  fall as a pendulum. O n our 
right, two dogs sit patiently in the street. They are coated in ringworm, 
they don’t even have fur.
You stop walking. You tell me you forgot your gum at the apartment. 
I ask if this is specific gum. I explain that there will be the possibility of 
future gum. You swat my chest. You grab my skin. Even when you’re 
asleep. Each morning, I wake up, I roll over, I put my finger in your 
palm and you react as if you are nothing but brainstem. Lately, when 
you’re in the shower, Eve heard whistling. Perhaps this is a natural 
response to water. You enter the kitchen, you’re dripping over the 
linoleum. I ask why the mute don’t communicate by whistling. O ur 
train is coming. It pushes air through our legs. I sip my coffee and it 
hurts when I swallow.
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The doors slide open and we step in. I hold onto a bar and you hold 
onto me. All of this happens simultaneously. I floss while you sit on 
the toilet and I pretend not to watch. You cut my hair over the letters 
you are reading. The mailman groans and holds his knee at the base 
of our porch. We peek at him from the window as if he’s a mysterious 
bag of oranges.
You tap at places on the bedroom wall and tell me you need the 
hammer. I ask if you’re planning to hang that picture of us. Picture, 
you say, wringing out the word in your mind. I nod, yeah, picture. You 
tell me to stop watching you while you’re peeing. You call me a word 
that I don’t know. Before we fall asleep, you say that buffalo has more 
than one meaning, and that it is both a noun and a verb, and that a 
string of eight ‘buffalo’s can exist as a sentence. You say all this while 
you use my finger to stir the inside of your bellybutton.
In our train, dogs have settled into clumps. This is due, you explain, 
to gravity. A meteor once landed on a dog in Egypt. Galaxies slide 
into each other and are not at all embarrassed. I wake up, I roll over, I 
pick a cut fingernail from your bra strap, I put it with the others that sit 
together on the bedside stand. We sit in the kitchen, we stare at your 
cereal, we walk to work, these aren’t dogs. They are useless containers. 
They are beanbag chairs. You point to one by the doors. I sit down 
and ask you to join me. You pretend to take off your shirt, you pretend 
to twirl it around your head and fling it into my face. Perhaps you are 
bored.
1 he cloors slide open, we step out. The station floor is strewn with 
clogs, but these aren’t dogs, they are worn, breathing rugs. We wipe 
our feet and I feel a hundred different pieces crumble, like stepping on 
a sack of twigs I brought down from the attic. You are scraping dead 
skin from my ear.
I roll over and take back my pillow, I watch a tissue that has caught 
in your hair. I sit up and assemble a paper clip necklace. I’m pouring 
the cereal. You sit down. You are naked and dripping and staring 
at the tan flakes that settle into your bowl. I don’t like to waste food. 
Here, I ’ll help you with it, and I grab your spoon and eat while bending 
over you. Perhaps you have forgotten what hungry means, and I only 
need to show you. You stroke my neck. We crunch our way out of the 
station, ''iou say, these aren’t dogs. Your hand slides under my shirt, 
patting at my skin, feeling for a stud to drive a nail through. I sip my 
coffee and remember that I am holding coffee.
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The surface is covered in a patchwork of fur. We trudge by that 
building made of orange bricks. Alleys full of clotheslines. Green 
balloons tied to a car antenna. Teeth thrash out of seams and gnaw 
into red skin. We wade through new smells and you tug at my bicep in 
regular, frantic intervals. I wake up, you’re still sleeping, I roll over and 
squish my nose into the back of your head. Above us, a shadow streaks 
by the edge of a skyscraper. It collides into another shadow with a 
muffled pow, they break apart, they form efficient spheres.
Perhaps you are confused. Maybe you have mistaken hungry for 
another word. Maybe that word is buffalo, though I hope not, as I 
know only one meaning. You offered to tell me another if I found 
the hammer. I bargained up to three. In the basement, there are 
cardboard boxes that contain objects that are never used, yet must be 
accessible, like a promise. I opened one. It was full of label-making 
equipm ent and a clumsy yellow lamp. In the next four boxes were your 
old notebooks. W hen I came back to the bedroom, you were already 
asleep. Books hung over the side of the bed.
You appear paler and aerodynamic when you are wet. I once 
planned to jum p out of a closet and scare you, but was afraid you’d 
put a hole in the ceiling. You wake up early so water may evaporate 
from your skin before you require clothes. I wake up earlier. I stare at 
the words that have fallen into your bellybutton. I know that a buffalo 
is a wild bovine mammal. It has short horns. It has a muscular hum p 
and grazes obliviously in a prairie. Perhaps this is a clue. If faced with 
multiple possibilities and a #2  pencil, I search for ovals to darken.
You stroke my neck. No, you pull at my shoulder. I turn towards 
your face, still damp. M y m outh is full of your breakfast. You pat at 
my cheeks, making some sort of childish music. Some food dribbles 
down my chin. You wipe it away with your bare hands and smile as if I 
have caused this. There is grain smeared on your palms and I wonder 
where you plan to put it. We are on our way to work. You forgot 
your gum and you look as if you expect me to fix this. M y solutions 
only have right angles. Take a five-day cycle of antibiotics. Bring the 
mosquito-repellant.
Perhaps I am confused. I am scheduled around states of warm th and 
dryness and food consumption situations. I have tried to manufacture 
words that are dense yet pliable with shiny moving parts. But my mouth 
is too small. This is what I see: Puddles of oil. Chalk drawings on
sidewalks, graffiti on walls. The neck of a beer bottle. Dogs. You own 
two thesauruses. I once asked how our conversations could possibly 
satisfy you, and you reminded me that we never speak. This may 
have been communicated in whistles. I whistled, doesn’t this count as 
speaking? You whistled, I forgot my gum. We are on our way to work, 
our pace is slowing, this living carpet has risen past our waists.
Discarded umbrella. Rusting fire escapes. Tree stumps, swaddled 
in concrete. Wet noses push into the soft contours of our knees, forcing 
us to kneel. You squeeze my fingers, I squeeze yours, we accidentally 
make fists with our other hands. A tongue explores my ear, I ask if you 
want juice, I ’m pouring the cereal. I roll over, you’re still sleeping, I 
reach for the book splayed over your waist and flip the pages by your 
hair. Strands rise and settle over your nose. You wake up. I say, hey, 
I brought you a lamp. I reach past you again and flick it on, further 
proving that this is, in fact, a lamp. You pinch some of my hair and 
twist it. You trace a line with your thumb to the corner of my mouth. 
I wonder if you’re wearing a bra under these sheets. You touch my 
throat. You turn off the lamp and say thanks, as if this is what you 
asked for, as if this is what you meant.
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M e l i s s a  k w a s n y
The Crux o f Weather Changing
After a week of shimmering, the cottonwood leaves turn  and enter 
the body trium phant. Then, the snow comes, two feet of it. How this 
time of year makes a world and the world makes a room and we are 
here, in close proximity to perception. Driving at night, snow swirling 
across the road, as if we were skimming across thin ice, speeding 
above a barely concealed current. A wom an is losing her hold on the 
earth. She tells the same story again, throwing her hands in the air 
to show how she flung ashes into the sea, to show us how the big dog 
almost knocked her back. It is true that we abjure serenity, not that 
we have learned to disdain peace, simply that the measure of a good 
life is one of tension— the light already departing when we wake. Old 
friend again back from your separate journey, may we celebrate it in 
some quiet, hand-held way: crown white, heartwood red, center of 
the changing tree green and gold.
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Pictograph: The Red Deer Place
Close to the river, which is rain-clear near its shore: seven doe, rose- 
orange. A mother with a fawn. One starburst. A hundred tally 
marks. A kind of feather. Clear water, red lacquer of the bare 
dogwood branches, the shale muted, mixed, spirit tempered with 
blood. Rock-blood, which is a flower shade, more silent, safer. Your 
mother is entering a timelessness on the edge of death. A light 
source so distant we feel auxiliary. Yet a loud thrum ming of our 
ears against the gates. Why do whitetail deer have white tails when 
they could so easily betray them? In order, I think, to tie them like 
knots in a rope at night or in the confusion of flight from harm . The 
white is not so bright in the broken tines of hoarfrost, the penciled 
in trunks of aspen that fall in lines like faults or fences, yet these look 
like deer bodies, too. It is perhaps the heathering, the empty space 
between the colors. A fading language that might be bridge to our 
existence here.
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The Cloud Exercise
An earth that was beautiful has entered its death throes, beneath the 
gaze of fluttering sisters, in the presence of insane sons.
- Rene C har
Darkening slate and gray skies + leaves = blue. W hat is the wind? 
Flowers with rain. Rain with flowers. We were reading about the 
pictographs. We were entering the clouds. O ur dear fluttering 
sisters. Do you rem em ber the black-necked stilts, their pink legs 
knee-deep in spill? T he nights that were so active, so down to earth? 
T he clouds in their attic bedroom , filled with lightning. Like insects 
that lift and scatter as the deer’s legs move through tall grass, the 
animals rise invisibly up the tim bered slopes away from us. Secret 
passage in the sum m er heat: what shall we call it? Loop of the 
vanishing, flag, the fringe, and low to the ground, the shiny tufted 
white ones. W henever my friend plucks a noxious weed from the 
over-dry plains, he asks it to come back as something better. Even 
the mullein, which heals, but which is invasive.
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F r a n c e s  M c C u e
Not Diamonds
Old M ill site in Walkerville, 2007 by Mary Randlett.
Letter to Levertov from Butte 
By Richard Hugo
Dear Denise: Long way from, long time since Boulder. I hope 
you and Mitch are doing OK. I get rumors. You’re in Moscow, 
Montreal. W hatever place I hear, it’s always one of glamor.
I’m not anywhere glamorous. I'm  in a town where children 
get hurt early. Degraded by drab homes. Beaten by drunken 
parents, by other children. Mitch might understand. It’s kind 
of a microscopic Brooklyn, if you can imagine Brooklyn 
with open pit mines, and more Irish than Jewish. I’ve heard 
from many of the students we had that summer. Even seen 
a dozen or so since then. They rem ember the conference fondly.
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So do I. H eard  from H erb Gold twice and read now and then 
about Isaac Bashevis Singer who seems an enduring diam ond. 
T he mines here are not diam ond. N othing is. W hat endures 
is sadness and long memories of labor wars in the early 
part of the century. 1 his is the town where you choose sides 
to die on, com pany or man; and both are losers. Because 
so m any people died in mines and fights, early in history 
m an said screw it and the fun began. M ore bars and whores 
per capita than any town in America. You live only 
for today. Let me go symbolic for a minute: great birds 
cross over you anyplace, here they grin and dive. Dashiell 
H am m ett based Red Harvest here though he called it Personville 
and “person” he m ade sure to tell us was “poison” in the slang. 
I have ambiguous feelings coming from a place like this 
and having clawed my way away, thanks to a few weak gifts 
and psychiatry and the luck of living in a country 
where enough m oney floats to the top for the shipwrecked 
to hang on. O n one hand, no m atter what my salary is 
or title, I rem ain a com m on laborer, stained by the perpetual 
dust from loading flour or coal. I stay humble, inadequate 
inside. And my way of knowing how people get hurt, make 
my (damn this next word) heart go out through the stinking air 
into the shacks of Walkerville, to the wife who has turned 
forever to the wall, the husband sobbing at the kitchen 
table and the unwashed children taking it in and in and in 
until they are the wall, the table, even the dog the parents 
kill each m onth when the m oney’s gone. O n  the other hand,
I know the cruelty of poverty, the em bittering ways 
love is denied, and food, the m ean near-insanity of being 
and being deprived, the trivial compensations of each day, 
recapturing old years in broadcast tunes you try to recall 
in bars, hunched over the beer you can’t afford, or bending 
to the bad job  you’re lucky enough to have. How, finally, 
hate takes over, hippie, nigger, Indian, anyone you can lump 
like garbage in a pit, including women. And I don’t want 
to be part of it. I want to be what I am, a writer good enough 
to teach with you and Gold and Singer, even if only in 
some conference leader’s imagination. And I w ant my life
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inside to go on long as I do, though I only populate bare 
landscape with surrogate suffering, with lame men 
crippled by more than disease, and create finally 
a simple grief I can deal with, a pain the indigent can find 
acceptable. I do go on. Forgive this raving. Give my best 
to Mitch and keep plenty for yourself. Your rich friend, Dick.
W here th e  P oor L ook  D o w n  U p o n  th e  R ich  a n d  S o m e  
P eo p le  D a n ce  th e  C oo l-W ater H u la
W hat Denise Levertov Has to Do With It
It turns out that the lifelong Northwesterner and photographer 
M ary Randlett knew Denise Levertov. “At first she kind of brushed 
me off,” M ary tells me. “We were at a party. Denise had just moved 
to Seattle and she was inundated with people.”
M ary and I are sitting in a coffee shop in Butte. Together, we’re 
visiting towns in M ontana, Idaho and Washington that Richard 
Hugo wrote about so that M ary can take pictures and I can write 
about them. Hugo, Levertov and Randlett were all born within a 
year of each other Levertov and Hugo, both dead now, were born 
in 1923 and M ary Randlett in 1924. But, it’s as if M ary was always 
younger.
“You know,” M ary says, “I drove Denise around. She didn’t have a 
car. She’d never learned how to drive because she’d lived in London 
and then in the East.”
Hugo had driven his Buick around the Northwest, visiting towns 
and writing poems about them. At home, M ary drives a Subaru 
with the license plate “Nuance.” For this trip, two weeks on the road, 
I ’ve taken a rental car and M ary has tugged on my sleeve from the 
passenger side, saying “Pull over, Pull over.” She has an enthusiasm 
that rivets your attention to the landscape.
M ary gets up and goes over to a little shelf, where she takes down 
a creamer and pours milk into her coffee. “W hen I read Denise’s 
poems about M ount Rainier, I couldn’t believe it,” she says. “They 
were beautiful short poems, like paintings. I offered to drive Denise 
up M ount Rainier so she could see it up close. ‘“No thanks,’ she’d
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said. 1 don’t want to see how m an has touched it.’” M ary shakes her 
head and sips her coffee. “She was something else, Denise was.”
H earing this reminds me of how strange it would be to imagine 
Denise Levertov in Butte, M ontana. Though she was the same age 
as M ary Randlett and she loved visual art, I can’t see her in this run­
down old mining city the way I can see M ary here. M ary just fits into 
places. She’s the photographer who assumes nothing and engages in 
everything.
Placing Levertov in Butte was an odd choice for Hugo. Clearly he 
had wanted to dedicate a poem to her, but this town wasn’t where 
any reader would expect to find a poet who was more of a fine art 
poet than, say, a street poet— a British woman who lived in New 
York for many years, summered in M aine, who then lived in San 
Francisco and finally in Seattle— all the while writing exquisite lyrics 
in which her persona, the first-person “I,” was graciously, urbanely, 
staged. Levertov’s prose explained the experiments of her verse, 
illuminating the poems as if they were delicately laid out by hand, 
upon velvet, the line breaks twisted together with tiny pliers, the 
gilded fastener of one pinched into the shimmering link of the next. 
Envisioning her in the sooty world of Butte, a town littered with 
mining detritus— old tools discarded along the hillsides, enorm ous 
cages that once served as underground elevators and gears the size 
of small houses and leftover carts from the shafts— is an exercise in 
juxtaposition.
Hugo must have felt the distance between them both as writers 
and as people. He, the shambling “fat m an,” as he sometimes 
described himself, from a poor town to the south of Seattle, and 
she, the scholarly poet whose father was a parson in England.
While Hugo was serving as a bom bardier over Italy and Yugoslavia 
during the Second World War, Denise Levertov was working as a 
nurse in London. Hugo was making one mess and she was cleaning 
up another. After the war, for the sweep of her career, Levertov 
committed herself to social causes, to progressive politics, and to 
bringing literature into places outside the academy.
Levertov and Hugo had met at the University of Colorado, where 
they both taught briefly at a conference in the sum m er of 1975.
“D ear Denise,” he writes after returning West, “Long way from, long
time since Boulder.” Even a university town in Colorado was upscale 
for Hugo. For Levertov, it must have been a trip into the hinterlands.
W hatever their acquaintance, clearly, Hugo admires his colleague. 
“Letter to Levertov...” denigrates his whereabouts in comparison to 
her more glamorous existence:
You’re in Moscow,
Montreal. W hatever place I hear, it’s always one of glamour. 
I’m not anywhere glamorous. I’m in a town where children 
get hurt early. Degraded by drab homes. Beaten by drunken 
parents, by other children.
H e’s in Butte. And, perhaps more than most towns, this one tells 
the story of his own past— he could be one of the children who is 
beaten, degraded, and gets “hurt early.” In the poem, perhaps as 
in life, Hugo aspires to be a “writer good enough /  to teach with 
you.. .” At the end, his parting line after a tour of Butte and of 
poverty itself is “Your rich friend, Dick.” H e’s richer, the poem 
indicates, for his experience of being poor.
“My urge to be someone adequate didn’t change after the war,” 
Hugo writes in his book of essays The Triggering Town. And this urge 
shows up in “Letter to Levertov from Butte,” this poem he called 
“probably the best of the bunch” from his 1977 book 31 Letters and 
13 Dreams.1 “That poem ,” Hugo says in a 1981 interview, “seemed 
to generate a lot, enabled me to talk about certain things that have 
been on my mind that I wasn’t able to handle in a more conventional 
form. I imagine I couldn’t have done that in a lyric.”2 The poem 
weaves history of the place with H ugo’s self-admitted insecurities 
(“no matter what my salary is /  or title, I remain a common laborer” 
and “I stay humble, inadequate /  inside”) and stacks these up against 
Denise Levertov’s globetrotting. His plainspoken, chunky lines stand 
in juxtaposition to the delicate, hand polished aura of her poems. In 
hers, the images are figurines, and their proximity to the edges of the 
shelves (literally the line breaks) set the suspense in the poem. In “St.
1 See G ardner, “ Interview  with R ichard H ugo,” 143
2  Ibid.
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Peter and the Angel,” for example, she writes:
Delivered out of raw continual pain, 
smell of darkness, groans of those others 
to whom he was chained—
unchained, and led
past the sleepers,
door after door silently open ing-
out!
And along a long street’s 
majestic emptiness under the moon:
one hand on the angel’s shoulder, one 
feeling the air before him,
eyes open but fixed . . .
You feel vulnerable in a completely different way when reading a 
Levertov poem  than you do when reading a Hugo poem. In a Hugo 
poem, you are walking into the poorest part of town and, having 
a look, fearing that you might belong there. In a Levertov poem, 
you are observing the realm of the poem, and you feel unworthy of 
the scene, because the poet is placing the world above you. You are 
looking heavenward as you read it.
“Letter to Levertov from Butte” is H ugo’s way of connecting both 
his psyche to a place and his sense of himself as a poet to another 
poet. 1 hat way he’ll see himself more clearly. Hugo is trying to 
cajole Denise Levertov into being a friend— you can feel that— only 
I ’m wondering if it’s also some basis for inadvertent competition: the 
kind men have with women sometimes, while rem aining oblivious to 
it. The chatty greeting (“I hope you and M itch are doing O K ”) and 
the nod to the far-flung places where she travels— these acknowledge 
her as a colleague. But then Hugo pushes away from her, turning 
instead to her husband when he describes the hardships of Butte: 
“Mitch might understand. It’s kind /  of a microscopic Brooklyn,
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if you can imagine Brooklyn /  with open pit mines, and more 
Irish than Jewish.” The subtext here might read, “You wouldn’t 
understand this kind of poverty, but the m an in your life would.” 
Then, after a creating a litany of the scarcity and desperation 
in Butte and in Walkerville, the hilltop town above Butte, places 
where Hugo pictures himself with a pathos that has you on the edge 
of tears because you can feel the innards of the town and his own 
sadness, he signs the letter: “Your rich friend, Dick.” The line feels 
triumphant. It’s worth remembering that the year that he taught 
with Levertov, Hugo was a National Book Award finalist. I he near- 
miss for the prize was a wake-up call, a dash of ammonia under the 
nose so that he might be aware of his own elite and sanctioned place 
in American letters, as well as an introduction to the competitions 
that poetry can find itself in, which all leaves me wondering how self- 
effacing Hugo really means to be. Is he trumping her in the game 
of showcasing personal tragedy in American verse? “I only populate 
bare /  landscape with surrogate suffering,” he writes at the poem ’s 
crescendo, and it rings so true that I can feel Hugo winning out, 
admitting to his strategy of projecting his own desperate outsider 
persona onto the town.
Up High Are the Poor
Lois Welch, one of Hugo’s dearest friends, remembers Dick Hugo 
coming into Butte, looking up, pointing to Walkerville, and saying, 
“This is the only town I’ve been to where the poor get to look 
down on the rich.” From a vantage up in Walkerville, the smog that 
settled below, over Butte, might have made the larger city disappear 
if it weren’t for the steeples and a few ten-story buildings peeking 
through. U nderneath the cloth of gray, the grids of houses and 
cemeteries crowding the valley floor were a series of enormous props 
held backstage while the tiny seminal village, Walkerville, insisted its 
way into the spotlight above the clouds.
There are no cemeteries in Walkerville, by city ordinance, yet 
down below they sprawl across the fiats of Butte. Rumor has it that 
Butte has the highest num ber of graves of any town its size. Per 
capita, matched one-to-one with the living, there were more dead 
people in Butte than anywhere else. O f course, the dead always
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outnum ber the living, but in this place, it becomes an enorm ous 
display of evidence of mining tragedies and the cancer deaths 
from foul air, tainted water. In the flats of the valley, vacant of rich 
mineral deposits, the miners didn’t dig for ore. Instead, townsfolk 
sunk bodies into the earth.
O n the day I come into the valley, I drive alongside graveyards 
that stretch for miles.
Along that same hill, Hugo saw in Walkerville and Butte a despair 
so pervasive that even he cringed under the weight of it. “M ore bars 
and whores /  per capita than any town in Am erica,” Hugo wrote.
As in most of his poems triggered by towns, the impoverished places 
that Hugo had identified and never really come to know, “Letter to 
Levertov from Butte” sets his own life up against a place he sees as 
dire. His own life, by comparison, shimmers in the slag.
O n O ctober 11, 1904, the Walkerville streetcar slid backward over 
the hill and started its runaway slide down into Butte. As it picked up 
speed, the m otorm an jum ped, and the car soared through the curve 
at Excelsior and Park streets, leaping from the tracks. It crashed into 
a large telephone pole, a line of fence, and the boardwalks, until it 
came to rest in front of W. A. Clark’s barn.
Clark, one of the “copper barons” of Butte, owned the M oulton 
Mine, a mining lode he had located in 1875. He was also part owner 
of the bank and later came into ownership of many more mines.
In the construction of his mansion, now a bed and breakfast in 
Uptown Butte, Clark hired artists who hand-painted frescos in each 
room. Woodworkers hand carved all of the walls and banisters. The 
place was magnificent. Like most who m ade their fortunes on the 
extraction or processing of natural resources, Clark was competitive 
to the point of being sinister and cutthroat. W hen another investor, 
M arcus Daly, bought a nearby lode, the Alice Mine, Clark adjusted 
the water level in M oulton so that it would flood Daly’s tunnels. He 
became a senator even though he had been implicated in a bribery 
scandal; he later died in his apartm ent on Fifth Avenue in New York, 
far from Butte. Like so many who m ade fortunes in the West, Clark, 
after extracting what he could, retired to the safety and high-status 
quarters of the East.
No one was killed when the streetcar slid through the bend.
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Though onlookers were nearby, only a few people were hurt, and the 
accident remains a cherished part of Walkerville lore. The streetcar 
also inspired several holdups. Each time, the same befuddled gripman 
was in charge. Eventually, in the throes of the Depression, the streetcar 
closed in 1937. No longer could residents of Walkerville travel down 
to Butte so easily, and a few shops grew at the top of the hill. By then, 
though,Walkerville was in its decline. The settlement lost population, 
sliding downhill to Butte.
Uptown Butte, a crosshatch of streets named for metals— Iron, 
Aluminum, Silver, Mercury, and Gold— still boasts magnificent dark 
brick structures and gothic, dark Victorian buildings. It features the kind 
of historic preservation I feel moved by, one initiated by neglect rather 
than vanity. Butte, unlike most boom-and-bust mining towns, had “a 
long heyday, for a mining camp,” Fritz Wolff, another writer tells me.
In fact, in 1917 Butte had a much bigger population than it does now 
(some say it had upward of 100,000 people) and was said to be the 
largest city between Seattle and Minneapolis. Wolff is a former miner 
who works for the Washington State Departm ent of Natural Resources, 
where he’s cataloguing abandoned mines. He says, “The incomparable 
high grade underground mines were strong through 1890-1960, World 
War I, World War II, the Korean War and then they got started on 
the Berkeley Pit.”3 The pit, opened in 1955, was an enormous open 
mine, a hole in the earth into which chemicals were poured to leech out 
precious metals.
As the town’s population again plummeted with the shutdown of 
the Berkeley Pit in 1982, only the hope of attracting tourist dollars and 
economic block grants would keep Butte going. Uptown Butte is poor to 
this day, and Walkerville is poorer still.
Settled before Butte and looking out over it from 6,172 feet above sea 
level, Walkerville first attracted workers to the early copper mines in the 
area. The houses were spread out— cabins really— with outbuildings 
and farm animals between them. Who, I wondered, would build a town 
against the slant of a hill? Walkerville could only expand by pushing 
down toward the valley. The slope is dramatic, and the view spectacular. 
At the top fringe of Uptown Butte, you can see Pipestone Pass and the
3 Fritz Wolff, inform al correspondence with Frances M cC ue, Jan u a ry  2008
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mountains to the south, where the Continental Divide weaves back 
and forth.
Downshifting into first gear, I coerce my tiny H onda up, past the 
homes of the copper barons, past the bookstore and a coffee shop. 
It’s a mountain, I realize, not some little bum p to roll over. Further to 
the left, up at an elevation of 8,000 feet, is a statue of M ary— O ur 
Lady of the Rockies.
I ’m far from the tuck of hills near sea level in Seattle. As the 
engine on my tiny car spins and whirrs, I ’m cresting the top and 
seeing on the left a “Welcome to Walkerville” sign. It’s a metal sheet 
with a hunk knocked off of the corner. Behind it, a cinderblock 
building painted white, with faded blue letters: Blaine Center.
T here’s the wheel of a handicapped symbol still visible, another blue 
swipe against the wall. In front, some bent playground equipm ent 
stands crookedly on top of the broken pavement. O n the other side 
of the street, I see the village centerpiece: a large church with the 
steps coming steeply down to the road. Built by the true working 
class, the people who could barely scrub themselves clean for Sunday 
mass, the church was the institution that celebrated the opposite of 
mining: all the m etaphors pointed skyward.
Small streets dip away from this road that I ’m still begging my car 
to climb. The frame houses look weary in the dirt landscapes beyond 
them, strung under a wide gray silk sky The top of Walkerville, like 
m any crests along the ridge, isn’t really the top, and I see that I am, 
instead, on one lift along a little washboard of more hills. M ontana, 
after all, goes on and on. I ’d forgotten that for a second. I’m over 
6,000 feet up, and I can feel my ears sealing with air.
The Dark You Can’t Imagine
Mining, in Walkerville, was the spark held up to dry grasses. It 
caught and inflamed the entire area until Butte became known 
as “the richest hill on earth .” The first claims, the Alice and the
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Lexington and others, were the inaugural ventures. Prospectors 
came for gold, as placer miners tipped pans in ancient riverbeds 
because the land seemed, at first, too unstable for tunnels, but 
they stayed for silver and then, ultimately, for copper. Once these 
early entrepreneurs hit strings of copper through the rocks in the 
1870s, the investors became “copper barons,” and the population 
of Walkerville swelled to 4,000. (Today it is just over 700.) Just 
before they hit the metal, the men in the mining camp numbered 
around 50. The Alice Mine stood atop the hill by 1877, and by 
1878, frame and log houses and outbuildings dotted the hillside. By 
1900, the population of Butte was over 30,000 and the smog and 
sulfur smoke had become so heavy that dogs and cats couldn’t live 
in the city. W hen they found their way onto the streets, most died.
But Butte kept growing; it reached 60,000, and some say even over 
100,000. Today, fewer than 40,000 live in the city, and Walkerville 
is considered a neighborhood of Butte, just off of Uptown Butte, 
further up the hill. If you were to look at a scale diorama of the 
area, then cut a cross section, you'd see a warren of mine shafts like 
ant tunnels that make a honeycomb of the mountain that Butte is 
built upon. Like an ornate fossil, the tunnels through the hill are 
so extensive you might not believe that the city could be supported 
upright. And Walkerville is the unlikely crown, teetering at the top.
I’m here on a weekday, and the place is silent. No cars pass me 
as I bump over the holes in the street; on one side, houses are built 
up, with raised sidewalks and banisters following the shadow of the 
former boardwalks; on the other, houses are lower than street level 
and the stairs descend to them.
A mailman stuffs a roll of paper through the slot in one door. H e’s 
the only person whom I see. No one stands at the curtains of any of 
the houses. Some homes have aluminum siding, and Daly Street, the 
main drag named after Marcus Daly, one of the “Copper Kings,” 
is a set of storefront ghosts. Pisser’s Palace is the lone bar, one even 
Hugo might not have ventured into, and the fake rocks of the facade
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have me wondering— why not use real stones? There are piles of 
them  all over the vacant lots through town. Early on, the people of 
Walkerville put up false storefronts, tacked onto the barns. M aybe 
tha t’s what inspired the use of synthetic rocks on the storefront on 
Pisser’s.
Mercantile in Walkerville, now a state liquor store, 2007  by Mary Randlett
O n the site of the old Walkerville M ercantile, the place I trace 
back via photos, is the only rem aining shop a state liquor store.
It reminds me of a decrepit New England “package store,” like 
one you’d find in Q uincy or South Boston. But Walkerville is even 
poorer— no grocery store, doctor offices, lawyers, or shops- only the 
liquor store in the washed-out green building and the small houses 
with the tar paper coming off. A few of them  have high cyclone 
fences and whirligigs spinning out front, pointing to the north in 
the direction of Butchertown, where the animals of Butte were 
slaughtered for meat.
Shaft m ining began here when one of the earliest claims, the 
Lexington Mine, was bought for twenty dollars and a horse. The 
horse’s owner, A.J. Davis, needed a way to get into Butte. T he 
town’s other m ajor mine, the Alice Mine, was owned and operated
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by the Walker brothers, for whom the town was named. They were 
soon joined by miners from Cornwall, England.4 Between them, 
the claim owners had, from 1864 to 1867, “located dozens of lode 
claims, including the Rainbow Lode in present day Walkerville.”5 
Both Lexington and Alice established Butte as a “rich silver producer 
in the late 1870s through the 1880s,” and by the end of that run, 
Alice was the largest silver producer in the country.
Alongside the mine, workers built a cluster of homes and shanties, 
transforming the prospectors' homes of the 1870s into something 
that resembled a town. O ther mines sprang up; gallows for the 
hoists— long cables with “cages” for the men to descend in— stood 
above the town. Dirt pulled out of the shafts mounded up around 
houses and hoists, and the streets meandered around the heaps. 
Infrastructure to support the processing of ore began to appear 
adjacent to the mines: shacks and stacks, the early pictures show.
By 1889 the cable car was running down the hill, and pipe stacks 
thrust upward from the mines. Big piles of sand and rock were dug 
out of the mountain. By the late 1800s, over 300 stamps, enormous 
crushers to pulverize the ore into gravel or powder, were slamming 
along, day and night.
Here’s how it worked. There were two classes of silver: free and 
base. Lree silver was extracted from a fine powder, and the mercury 
that clung to it was sloughed off with other wastes into muddy 
water. The heavier metals sank and were pulled from the settling 
pans. With base silver, the ore went to the crusher and was reduced 
to walnut-size pieces. It was dried and mixed with salt. Then it was 
placed under stamps to crush it. (You can still see ruins of the stamp 
mills around Montana.) The ore was then roasted with mercury 
to pull chloride from sulfide and amalgamate. Children called it 
quicksilver; one longtime resident of Walkerville recalls carrying it 
in glass beakers around town. Because of the weight of the metal, 
the bottom would often fall out of the container and the leaden stuff 
would spill to the ground. Consider this on a grand scale: tons of 
mercury falling through bins, tossed off into the dirt— a catastrophic 
amount of pollution.
Until 1893, the Alice Mine was rated as the greatest silver
4  R oberta C arkeek Cheney, Names on the Face o f Montana: The Story o f Montana's Place Names (Missoula, M T: M oun ta in  Press Publishing Com pany, 
1983), 42
5 “W alkerville,” M on tana’s G old West Country, h ttp ://go ldw est.v isitm t.com /ca tego ries/c ity .asp?C ity ID = 348& S ite ID = l, accessed August 
2007. .
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producer in the country. Walkerville was known as a livelier camp 
than Butte and found its way onto the stock exchanges. Then, when 
the Silver Bill repeal of 1878 eliminated silver as a precious metal 
used in U.S. currency, many M ontana mining towns went under. As 
Hugo wrote in “Degrees of Gray in Philipsburg,” locals developed 
a “hatred of the mill, /  the Silver Bill repeal, the best liked girls /  
who leave each year for Butte.” But Butte had other metals to rely 
on— particularly copper. The Alice and Lexington mines, along 
with the rapid growth of others, attracted investors from the East. 
Union struggles followed. So did tragedy— in 1917, the Granite 
M ountain<->Speculator mine disaster killed 164 men and trapped 
400 more. It sparked violence throughout the city. But, as some 
boosters of Walkerville will tell you, the Alice M ine created a 
community. M arcus Daly, the more benevolent of the copper kings, 
encouraged it. There was an Alice Reading Room; a hospital that 
guaranteed free care to the miners and their families; an Alice M ine 
and Mill Band; and an exercise room. In some ways, it was a mining 
camp version of the settlement houses— a rural Hull House on a 
hill in M ontana. These activities were vital in the 1880s, before the 
town’s economy went south.
The Walkerville of today, without working mines of substance, 
retains the ghosts of the glory days— a few towers and “gallows” 
frames to the shafts. At a coffee shop, earlier, I ’d looked at a photo of 
the miners early in the century. They’re all wearing dark clothes that 
appear to be made darker by the dirt. Their faces, even when wiped 
clean, retain the tint of the soot. In their pockets are white candles. 
They light up the photograph, and I think of these candles as a 
seraph’s dynamite— angelic, barely able to hold a flame. The grit of 
the place greases over everything; even the people resemble aging 
cast-iron skillets, darkened over time.
From the wide, smoky sky, the miners descended into a darkness 
unfathom able to walkers upon open ground, a darkness that put 
their own bodies out of visibility. Imagine knowing that your hand is 
reaching for your head but you can’t see its trajectory, you can only 
feel it, suddenly, as it makes contact. Think of those spaces below 
ground: moments when a whoosh through a bore hole would sink 
the flames of candles— a place where horses, sent vertically down 
the shafts, lived in a dark unknowable to those at the surface. The 
dark deprived a m an of his senses because his smell and taste and
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touch and hearing grew so heightened against the lack o( sight; the 
blackness was the sound of trickling water, the hum m ing of nerves. 
And the squeeze ol dampness.
Before the era of motorized wagons on little tracks, before the 
era of remote-controlled blasts and autom ated diggers, the men 
did lower horses into the mines, a fact I can’t stop thinking about.
The horses never saw daylight again. They were rolled onto their 
sides, bound in canvas jackets, tied at the legs with ropes, hoisted 
into the gallows, and lowered into the cage. From the front, if you 
were watching, you’d see the horse’s massive trunk and his penis, the 
ribs elongated to the bony intersection of his stretched belly, but not 
his head. You wouldn’t see that because it would be covered. Down 
he’d go, doomed to a life of pulling carts and living in darkness with 
dynamite blasts shaking the shafts.
Not Diamonds
I’ve pulled over to the side of a dirt street in Walkerville and am 
looking at the poem  “Letter to Levertov from Butte.” Leaning into 
the dashboard of the little car, I want to rip through the page or 
slice the thing with a letter opener and see, literally, w hat’s behind 
the verse, as if the fat m an might appear, Hugo in the flesh, standing 
right behind the curtain of that poem, finally coming out to his 
surrogate misery. This inspires me to see the town, the projection, as 
something whole and clear, something intact with its own pain.
And here, north of Butte, over the top of Butte, “I ’m not 
anywhere glamorous,” I think, echoing Hugo. In the search for the 
poem, my desire to meld poem to town as if the am algam ation 
would yield something precious, the gems of language and the warm  
rush of intellect and heart merging, settles me beyond the uptown, 
over the hill from the last coffeehouse, the last sandwich. Here I 
wonder if “children get hurt early,” if they’re “degraded by drab 
homes. Beaten by drunken /parents, by other children?” A ren’t they 
everywhere? Aren’t the hygienic suburbs, with their plastic toys and 
three-car garages, just stage sets for an American m ania of distortion 
and competition twisting children with full bellies into tortured 
beings, impoverished and distant, into consumers of self-mutilation 
and crystal meth?
But that’s just one slant, one pressed upon me by the dirt and rust 
of the place. I ’m given to bouts of knowing that, simply by living in 
a particular slice of American culture, children are damaged. And
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in the poverty that one feels from here, the few houses fallen with 
trailers pinned to their remains, or the tin ham m ered over clapboard 
with drafts rushing through, I can see how a child might feel in such 
depravity. In fact, though, Walkerville feels like a town in which no 
one actually lives— a town that Nintendo and Pottery Barn don’t 
reach, a place to which com puter keyboards and running shoes will 
never find their way.
“T he mines here are not diam ond,” Hugo writes, and the tone 
gives way to a rant against “company or m an,” the labor wars in 
which everyone was doomed, no m atter which side he was on. In the 
face of it, the people of Butte began to live in their circumstances, 
says H ugo’s version of history, and they lavished extra coins on bar 
countertops and whores’ bureaus. Though Hugo claims he was 
a person “coming from a place like this,” I know he wasn’t, not 
quite. W hite Center, though rough and downtrodden, didn’t have 
the physical pollution of Walkerville— the land wasn’t ripped open 
and burnt in smelters. W hite Center, by contrast, was quiet, and 
the sea air rolled over it. The desperation of the small houses and 
truck farms never was this lively, this sopped over with sulfur smoke 
and rot. Hugo lets the despair of the place be m irrored in the poem 
instead of projected upon it.
The back side o f Walkerville, 2007  by Mary Randlett
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Still, Hugo insists that he is like someone living in Butte:
I remain a common laborer, stained by the perpetual 
dust from loading flour or coal. I stay humble, inadequate 
inside. And my way of knowing how people get hurt, make 
my (damn this next word) heart go out through the stinking air 
into the shacks of Walkerville...
He wasn’t the first poet who wrote to console himself through
difficult beginnings, but Hugo did devote his poems to retooling
the central narrative of his life: He was an outsider; he’d j
been abandoned by his mother, neglected and shut out by his
grandparents. His poems replayed the scenario over and over, and
if you ask some critics about H ugo’s work, they will tell you that he
was writing the same poem again and again. By admitting that he
felt inadequate, he was creating a self in the poems, one that was
reliable, and to be trustworthy, Hugo might have felt, was to reiterate
his position as a m an not worthy.
Though writing poems was indigenous to H ugo’s sensibility, 
whatever the trigger, the m an himself seemed far from the image 
of a “poet”— often shambling, uncouth, uncool. Hugo em anated 
an aura of shame. It is the kind of humiliation that comes from 
a man who never had enough nurturing, who never understood 
simple affection— unearned and unconditional— and who had, as 
he put it, “problems with women.” Perhaps by dedicating the poem 
about Butte and Walkerville to Denise Levertov, Hugo was trying 
to overcome these issues and treat his colleague, a female poet, 
respectfully and as a peer.
W hen we were in the coffee shop, M ary Randlett told me that 
she “had to work on getting to know Denise.” It hadn’t been easy.
“There was a little bit of space there, but we were the same age, 
and she had a sense of hum or that was great. She could really be a 
hum an being.”
I wondered if Hugo found these same pleasures with his new 
friend.
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A Symbol Becomes an Anecdote Becomes an Open Sore Big Enough to Swim In
While Hugo was flat-panning the background of Butte as if with 
a cam era, sifting through the surface of the place and pinning his 
heart to the “stinking a ir ... the shacks of Walkerville,” I was thinking 
of the horses. Staring at the terrible old photos I ’d run across in the 
bookstore down the hill in Butte, I envisioned the sweaty animals 
resisting the gags pulled through their m ouths and cotton sacks 
rolled over their heads. I could see the corral where the dust and 
pebbles flew up under the flick of their hooves. There, they were 
rolled and bound. T hat was the image of Walkerville that devastated 
me. I could see the place as a hinge between Butte and Butchertown, 
places where animals were tied and shoved into service in a gravelike 
underground, or sent through the fences to slaughter. T he images 
stick to dusty lots next to the sheds and trailers and houses that I 
pass.
Hugo, too, illuminating some connection to a place sooty and 
gone by, imagined his way in through images that led him to 
abbreviated anecdotes— his m ethod of articulating the pain that 
lived in that town:
... the wife who has turned 
forever to the wall, the husband sobbing at the kitchen 
table and the unwashed children taking it in and in and in 
until they are the wall, the table, even the dog the parents 
kill each m onth when the m oney’s gone.
Then, he pivots from the place into his past. “I know the cruelty 
of poverty/' Hugo says, “the em bittering ways /  love is denied.”
His narration of the deprivation rings simultaneously true and self­
consciously aware, the way a sociologist might integrate himself into 
a comm unity so that he can authentically observe its comings and 
goings and then realize that his own participation is displacing what 
he is narrating.
Down the m ain drag, Daly Street, I turn at the liquor store.
Behind it is a corner of old buildings— a concave darkness that 
reminds me of a borderland. It feels like a place I couldn’t actually
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go. I’ve reached some kind of limit. Ahead of me, there are some 
dumps of earth and ore, perhaps a pile of dust, rock, wood.
I circle back around to see the town again, looking down over the 
hill toward the M useum of Mines, the M ontana Technical College, 
and, beyond, out toward the interstate. No animals are out. Few cars 
are parked. I work my way east, doglegging down narrow streets 
until they tip me out onto Park Street and wrap me around some dirt 
heaves and closed gates, cyclone fences and abandoned equipment.
A wall of dirt is off to my left, increasing in size, and I notice that 
I’m headed down the hill, out of Walkerville.
Down Park Street, along the hill’s barren spots, I see the parking lot 
on the left and pull in. There are a few tourists— people speaking 
Germ an, holding cameras— getting out of their cars. I go up to the 
portable, a trailer that looks like it’s made out of cardboard, and 
there’s a guy selling tickets. Across from him is another trailer, wheels 
removed, with a sign: Gift Shop. The m an takes my two dollars 
and points me through a round tunnel with wooden crossbeams 
and creosote-wiped planks. At the end is a porthole of light. I w?alk 
toward it, under a hill. It’s like coming out of a mining shaft, one 
laid horizontally. Along the way, I’m thinking of Hugo, how his walk 
was marked with a limp in his later years, how he was out of breath 
because he’d had a lung removed. His baseball days long behind 
him, Hugo could hobble perhaps as far as his lawn chair to fish, or 
make his way from the Buick to the house, or into a bar.
Ale? I want to climb the mountains to the south of it all I want 
to find some land that is sheltered with trees and look back over to 
the city and the run-down town above it. I want, almost immediately, 
to be freed from the chute through the hill. I want to push back out 
of it and wralk to the parking lot. Instead, I am in the tunnel, walking 
toward the light ringing from the round circle of the other end. I 
imagine those dark-clothed miners, their dust-seeped faces, with 
white, wTite candles sitting upright in their pockets.
W hen we push into the light, M ary and I are on a viewing deck. 
There, below, is the biggest quarry I’ve ever seen, a mile and a half 
wide, almost a mile deep: ridged along the earth, the colors of sepia 
and iron around the rim, and the water a green orange I look at 
the wiiole pool as one might regard a steep, high waterfall taking
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in the water, section by section, the ridges of earth behind it, and 
my tiny scale in the face of such an enorm ous thing. There are even 
viewing scopes, the kind m ounted on cement that you stick your 
face into so you can have the effect of' cheap binoculars. I take in a 
breath, staring at the awesome lifelessness of the thing. The scene is 
an Anselm Kiefer painting, a hulking grace of color— shale and iron 
and bleached sand ridges dug and held like bathtub rings or the 
lines inside a tree trunk— the layers are striking, like a painted then 
sculpted, sunset.
“God, the place is horrible,” M ary says. “And beautiful too.”
The Berkeley Pit, once an open-pit copper mine, is filled with 
chemicals and water. From end to end, the crater is a mile wide, and 
the water is more than 900 feet deep. So acidic is the fluid, so rich in 
heavy metals, that the pit is a greenish tint under certain light, and 
when the illumination shifts, it’s orange. The spectacle is so brilliant, 
so illuminated and Latin American in color, that I am mesmerized. 
Then, the shock comes— this is one of the most toxic places on 
the earth. I t’s like realizing that the handsome m an you’ve been 
admiring is really a serial killer.
It’s a great big hole. M en came in and extracted things from it, 
leaving behind poisonous materials. Now it’s full of heavy metals, 
and the level is rising each year. Estimates run one foot per month. 
Eventually, it will overflow and spill into the groundwater, flushing 
into the nearby Clark Fork River, filling tunnels under Butte until the 
city comes crashing down.
To offer the landscape a symbolic kind of healing, an artist from 
Missoula, Kristi Hagar, staged a perform ance art piece at the rim 
of the Berkeley Pit in 2000. Kristi had lived in Butte for a num ber 
of years and knew the land well. She brought together a crowd of 
people to dance the hula. O n the edge of the pit, on a sunny, warm  
day, they danced, all of them wearing blue sarongs and singing a 
version of “Cool Water.” H ere’s the way Butte writer George Everett 
describes it: “The group of men, women, and children clad in cloth 
sarongs as blue as the sky walked silently to the lip overlooking the 
Pit, formed ranks and then swayed gracefully to the sounds of the 
Sons of the Pioneers song, “Cool Water.” T he sound of more than 
a hundred and fifty dancers singing in harm ony to acoustical guitars 
mixed in the light breeze with the sound of rustling fabric.”6
6  “G eorge Everett, “Cool W ater H u la  by the Berkeley P it,” 2002, h ttp ://w w w .b u tteam erica .co m /co o lh u la .h lm , accessed A ugust 2007. .
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For months before the dance, Kristi Flager traveled around the 
state and encouraged people to form hula groups. In small towns, 
people gathered. They practiced the hula. They learned the music 
and enlisted friends to learn it too. W hen the day came, several 
hundred novice hula dancers arrived in Butte, singing and swinging 
their hips for healing water. It was, as one participant noted, 
“remarkably outrageous.”
The Cool-Water Hula smoothed a gesture toward healing over 
the pit. It was a method much like H ugo’s writing poems, bringing 
M ontanans into “creating] /  finally a simple grief I can deal with.” 
Along the way, during the realization of the sorrow in the world, 
“hate takes over,” Hugo writes. Leaching precious metals from the 
earth and leaving poisons behind in an enormous hole is an act 
mimetic of discarding people through slow poisoning, engulfing 
“anyone you can lump like garbage in a pit, including women.” Even 
in this despair, when you feel Hugo tossing all hope aside, “Letter 
to Levertov from Butte” rises from the pollution. It grows beyond 
his woeful set of projections. This is where I feel released from the 
sense that Hugo is competing with Levertov, and his insistence upon 
rivaling her for a trip down the social ladder.
The Cool-Water Hula reminds me of why people write poems in 
the first place— lyrics are ephemeral, and they mark a moment in 
time. Poems are ways of keeping track of places. As M ary Randlett 
and I, almost forty years apart in age, emerge in sunlight on the deck 
over the Berkeley Pit, I think how unlikely it is that we come to the 
places we come to, like the doomed snow geese that landed in the 
orange water of the Berkeley Pit for a rest in their migration and 
died; how unlikely our friendships are, and how far we have to reach 
out to secure them.
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M a n d e  Z e c c a
Untitled
Winner, 2009 Patricia Goedicke Prize in Poetry
The heart is full, the world is void.
Infinite and mysterious,
Thrills through us a sweet trem bling —  Novalis
Split the Lark and you’ll find the Music —  Emily Dickinson
Little singer in the mirror, who put a torch to your tendings? W ho m inded 
/our hand-to-the-w ind dispersals, your m ending needle’s sting? Stuck at 
the white edge of w inter’s yew time, its yellow mornings all rolled out to the 
dills, w ho’d beg a tune-up, a cradle-careful whisper to ease you into tim e’s 
dark ache? Bone and brine, then you’ve nam ed the grasses. Stitch and 
urch. W ho calls you— lark in a gum tree— from below the roots?
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This break beh ind  the eye, I nam ed it song. I am  the sugar girl done up 
in m arl. M y voice lurks, obsidian, in the ore-slip. So B aroque in its awed 
arabesques. So still in its boll-m outhed m oanings. I sink in the m urk  ol 
its dusk-hollow sound. W hen  w rought becom es rough— w hat you never 
thought an  angel wing was— I scuttle, anim al eyed, out to the meadow. 
W here the dove waits in the space I nam ed  in the larch.
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I stood lost, playing host to a crowd’s dual dispersions. Violet duets in 
evening’s bom bed-out air. O, nation! In your saltwhite robes. W hat good 
is my gull-winged capital when, thick with ticksex, the doves disperse? We 
asked for asphodel, got acres pitted with ash. Rangy pasturage. Dross.
Then there’s the grain that nets the heart. T hat the dirt is holy. T hat it grits 
the skin. We are the grass the wind shakes through.
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Hiding the music in our impossible beards, we enter the garden. O ur 
dollish heads abob with dew. A mass of scent and skin. Epiphanic, a 
cricket rubs its hind parts. It is different from the instrum ent. O rigin’s 
sponge. T he hand’s musculature. Here in the garden, m anacled 
variations of infinite rhyme. Here, we parse no original blood. W hat we 
keep to ourselves as we enter the aviary. W here ache and arc are part and 
counter. Part the breath of swallows. Part hunger at the tips of the leaves. 
Envy us our clangy music, our soft underbellies no language could erase. 
No white space ends without letting some tune fail.
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W here does the body end and what does it wound in its wanderings? Girl- 
of-the-valley, whistling coal’s ever-lonely tune, where does your voice eddy 
out? The sun drains the sky and I can open a bird like a clock. O n  this last 
of the Dog Star days, how do I refuse despair? Weave a wreath of irises 
sings the maybird. Tiny m iner of the heart’s carbon. It is dungeon-dark 
when we lurch into the world. Sounds, then a w ord’s first fullness. Stench 
of departure still clinging to m orning’s paw. A rind afloat on a black sea. 
Small matter, this rib removed from the world. Poor world, no bigger than 
a stitch.
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Hang, and like a m ourner’s song, begin to unravel. Like the song of 
knowing one dark line traverses anything to form a cross. A hanging angle 
is no angel, but a hand knit with lines corresponds to a stutter of birds 
across sky. The sun hums its numbers. A veil with a tendency to guild. 
Who would salt the stone? The treble in the bee-green bower? As crows 
push toward an idea of west, loosed in redheavy dusk, \o u  sits perched in 
a tree the noon light filters through. Where, the owlthrob warns.
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Down Persephone-wise, down apple grasping corridors of song. O ne 
endless darkness blows into being. O  heart, that you’d have a hive’s 
architecture. O  these hands a-done violence to them birds. Augur or 
birdskull or cavernous awe I could enter. So that war stops wafting from the 
linnet’s lungs, I stop up its throat with wool. Mites in the roots. Flies rising 
from the slick backs of the dead. The dictation could not be transcribed. It 
could not be—
W ho could disturb such Arcadian echoes? W hose ardencies could coerce 
the branch to bend? Poor Philomel. T he sound slipping out of her 
m outh into hours. Scrim of time. If one could sharpen one’s eyes to the 
sound of glass, to the movement of steam like the ghost time of a poem. 
T hat the eye’d open a little. T hat the under-spoken psalms would emerge, 
heavy and birdclawed. Read devotes for dovecotes. I he bird, here, is 
belief.
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T i f f  D r e s s e n
delphi cycle: turns
An earth long
vowel
hemoglobin please carry
to the core 
someone call
“ghost” in the silo
asleep to the 
sound
gas rising
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someone carry a
vowel along the earth
sound to the core of gas 
caul/hem a-
globin the ghost 
rising
asleep in the 
silo
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someone carry 
the caul to
the silo
before
the body
cored and
fill with iro n /
sound
someone watch the 
silo rising
as an earth- 
word
embowel with 
sound
a blood/swirl
cure for the
sleeping
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someone please bury
the caul behind 
the silo
as a blood/word
for the cause 
of sound/ 
sleeper earth- 
hema
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Lu c a s  s o u t h w o r t h
The Hundredth
People do not read mystery stories to find  whodunit, but to discover why the crime 
has been committed and then decide whether they are capable o f  committing that 
crime themselves. In this film , as in most, we fin d  a motive that is completely 
unsatisfactory.
From a movie review by Howard Mullen
Sam uel, the y o u n g e s t
Aunt Nichole took Samuel from our m other’s large, suburban house 
when he was thirteen, and I have heard he left stolidly and without 
objection. In the five years that followed this horrible but necessary 
truncation, our m other haunted her youngest son, stalking him in 
costumes she stitched and make-up she purchased from a theatre 
catalogue. Usually, she disguised herself as an elderly woman, and 
she marveled at how easily she could approach Samuel and his 
friends when dressed that way. The young people, she said, seemed 
to look right through her as though she were already a ghost. Thus, 
she eavesdropped on Sam uel’s conversations at the old-fashioned 
hotdog restaurant near the high school and at the tennis courts 
where he joked with his team mates and played third singles. During 
this time, she came to believe that he was a boy who, like many 
adolescents, seemed uncomfortable and taciturn amongst crowds. A 
boy who preferred the company of three or four close friends with 
whom he conversed openly and energetically. He was, she thought, a 
fairly norm al child who could grow up to be an exceptional adult.
O n the day after Samuel went downstate to college, just before 
he turned eighteen, my m other insisted she had stopped spying. I 
had spoken to her only a few times in the years since I left home, 
but I was back in the city for a job  interview. We met at the small
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outdoor patio of a cafe located near my m other’s suburb, and I told 
her about my potential employer and how in those years when the 
stock market was in decline, I had few expectations of finding good 
work. I had also applied for a graduate position at the university and 
they had accepted me into their M aster’s program  in accounting. As 
we talked, I began to get the impression that my m other was barely 
listening. She seemed interested only in discussing my brother, and 
she told me that in the twenty-four hours since he left for school, 
she had been rifling through her memory, attem pting to recall every 
m om ent she had ever observed him. T hen  she declared this: that the 
Samuel she witnessed bantering with his close friends was the real 
Samuel.
I rem em ber that my m other’s statement had such conviction 
that I could not disagree. I was struck by the notion that, contrary 
to the political rhetoric that thrived in our country in those years, 
it was possible that a person’s true character was actually shown 
when he was comfortable and not when he was confronted with 
adversity. I also realized that when my m other m ade this claim she 
had completely forgotten, or decided to overlook, the m om ent her 
youngest son saved the life of a drunk wom an whose car angled 
across the sidewalk into an oak tree only yards from where he was 
walking. My m other had watched from the shadows as Samuel freed 
the ragged body, found a m outh somewhere on that smashed face, 
and perform ed C PR  as he had learned in training sessions at the 
public pool. W hen I m entioned the incident, my m other waved it off, 
calling it an anomaly. She seemed to believe that Samuel had only 
one true personality- that only at certain moments did he broadcast 
himself in his purest and most simple form, emitting his exact 
qualities to all viewers, like a television show coming in clear through 
the static.
O ur father, who was taken from us by cancer when I was seventeen, 
How ard sixteen, and Samuel eleven, had been a professor of 
literature at a university near our suburb, and although his 
dissertation examined W hitm an’s Am erican romanticism, his true 
love was Russian literature and Dostoyevsky. A new translation 
of The Brothers Karamazov had just come out in hardback, and the 
fact that he was too sick to read it seemed to pain him as much as
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the knowledge that he was going to die. W hen our father passed 
a m onth later, we buried his ashes in the back yard, and then our 
m other sat down next to the plot and began reading the translation 
aloud. It took her a week to finish, and I often watched through the 
back window with an expression on my face that felt something like 
a smile, although when I refocused my eyes and studied my reflection 
in the glass, it appeared to be something else, an expression I do not 
think anybody has ever had the courage to name.
After The Brothers Karamazov, our m other read more Dostoyevsky 
to the grave— The Idiot, The Gambler, Crime and Punishment— and once 
she completed those, she started novels by other authors. I went 
downstate to the university soon after, and H ow ard followed me the 
next year, leaving Samuel alone in a house that was quickly filling 
with books and dust. And then, our father’s sister, Nichole, paid an 
unexpected visit. W hen she saw how her nephew was living, she led 
Samuel out by the hand.
According to my aunt, Samuel had been washing his clothes to 
avoid raising the suspicions of his teachers, and he had also been 
doing his m other’s laundry and shopping and cooking for her. 
Nobody ever notified the police, but the incident caused a rift, and 
our m other’s obsession turned suddenly away from her husband’s 
death and refocused on her thirteen-year-old son. Five years after 
Samuel was taken, I spoke with her at the cafe, and she told me 
without feeling sorry for herself that she was destined to pursue 
those things which faded from her. She likened herself to a w anderer 
straining and straining her eyes to capture a mirage— an image she 
can never advance upon. I left my m other at the cafe that afternoon 
and in the four years that followed I visited her only twice. T he first 
time I went to the suburban house and knocked until she finally let 
me in. She was skinny and dirty, and even though I planned to stay 
only a few minutes, I felt so sorry for her I opened all the windows, 
made some dinner, and forced her to eat. T he second time I saw 
her, when I was twenty-seven, I entered the thick air of the house at 
night, and this time I came to kill her.
Between the conversation at the cafe and the murder, I often spoke 
to Samuel. M y youngest brother was completing his Bachelor’s in
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com puter science, and I was completing my M aster’s, which allowed 
me to delay an inevitable move to the city to begin my career as an 
accountant. I will always rem em ber the time Samuel phoned to ask 
for a ride to class. W hile in my old Dodge, which he always claimed 
smelled like wet newspapers, our conversation led him to tell me with 
surprise and regret, as if he had only just noticed it, that never in 
his life had he allowed himself to truly speak his mind. He told me, 
as we drove past the restaurants and shops on University Avenue, 
that in high school and now in college he had never been m ore than 
an actor. W henever he encountered a face he did not recognize, he 
saw an opening behind that face extending outw ard in the shape 
of a cylinder, which, like the inside of cam era’s lens, encircled an 
im penetrable darkness. Deep in that darkness he could see reflections 
of himself making motions and saying words that were not his. The 
fact that he always felt pressured to be what others w anted was not 
something he could control, and as m uch as he pushed himself to 
do otherwise he would always avoid interaction until he had time 
to gauge his potential audience. T hen  he did everything he could to 
sway and m anipulate their judgm ents.
I dropped Samuel at class, found parking, and left the car to 
walk through campus. From an open bench I watched the students 
stream by and listened to their chatter without hearing any of the 
words. It had been two years since the conversation with my m other 
at the cafe, but I still thought of it. If  it was true that all Sam uel’s 
interactions were perform ances, then our m other had never actually 
witnessed her son. M y youngest brother had been playing to the 
audience of his peers but it seemed he was also perform ing for 
a watcher who lurked outside that circle. Unlike his friends, this 
watcher observed him secretly, gathering data, form ing hypotheses, 
and then categorizing him. All the inform ation our m other collected 
was true what she had seen had happened— but her conclusions, 
her interpretations, had been based entirely on falsehoods.
O u r m other never let Samuel know she was spying on him, and I 
believe she would never have told me had I not caught her in the 
act. I was a jun io r in college then, and H ow ard had convinced me 
to drive him to the city so he could attend a party there. He had 
begun to date a plain, taciturn girl nam ed Anne who rode quietly in
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the cramped backseat of the Dodge, and at some point during the 
boring, two-hour drive, I told Howard that 1 was thinking ol visiting 
our mother. Anne asked if she was in town from California, and 
from the dialogue that followed it became clear my brother had lied 
to his new girlfriend. Instead of confessing, Howard grew angry and 
he argued that our mother might as well be living in California. I 
explained that our mother was a recluse with whom we rarely spoke. 
As far as I knew, of her three sons, I was the only one who tried to 
contact her and that was merely a few times in the last three years.
I left Howard and Anne at his friend’s apartment in the city and 
then drove to the suburbs. I stopped at Aunt Nichole s first, but 
found nobody home, so I decided to walk the mile to my mother’s.
At the park that lay almost halfway between the two houses, I spotted 
Samuel on a bench at the edge of the flower garden. Next to him sat 
an elderly woman whose large dog lay at her feet, for a reason I do 
not remember I thought it would be fun to sneak up on Samuel, so 
I circled the park and approached from behind. As I neared them,
I noticed my brother conversing with the woman and petting her 
dog, and from the brevity with which they spoke, I knew they had 
only just met. I crept toward Samuel, passing another bench where a 
second old woman sat, and when I turned to glance at her, our eyes 
caught. Although I did not recognize the woman, she jum ped and 
in her surprise she gasped my name. I remember the word, Ivan, 
slipping out of the woman’s mouth, beginning as an exclamation 
and ending in the upturned tone of a question. I he woman rose and 
hurried away and I pursued her. Then, after we had left the park, 
she turned and pulled off the wrinkled mask as though she were 
shedding her skin. My mother stood there before me and told me 
simply that she had been watching my youngest brother.
During the conversation at the cafe, two years later, my mother 
spoke of that day with sunny affection, and she reported that before 
I distracted her, she had watched Samuel read for an hour before 
putting his book aside to say a few kind words to the woman and 
pet her dog. There was a startling discrepancy, though, between 
wThat my mother thought she was seeing and what my brother had 
actually been thinking. A year after the cafe, I met with Samuel 
downstate and mentioned how I had walked through the park on
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my way to our m other’s and noticed him. To my surprise, Samuel 
rem em bered that m om ent vividly, and he told me that although he 
did not recollect his exact words to the woman, he could picture 
the dog sniffing at his feet and could recall the strong hatred he 
had felt for it. He spoke slowly as he related the thoughts he had of 
strangling the dog, and then how he imagined comm itting suicide 
in num erous ways, none of which seemed exactly right. A m om ent 
of silence followed and then I asked Samuel what he rem em bered 
of our m other’s large, suburban house. He answered that he could 
picture most of the rooms as though he were viewing them  from the 
doorway. But a strange shadow draped itself over these memories, a 
shadow he could not see but only feel, a familiar yet hurtful sensation 
hovering just beyond the walls. He attributed it to the death of our 
father, but I suspect that what Samuel actually sensed was the stifling 
presence of his m other’s watchful eye.
H o w a r d th e  m idd le
T hat park where Samuel once read and our m other sat disguised 
with a paperback lying open across her lap, was only about a half 
mile from the large, suburban house. O n  the west side a huge 
Am erican flag hung in the center of a circular flower garden, and 
even with very little wind the metal cord that held the flag clicked 
nervously against the alum inum  pole. N ear the bench where Samuel 
had his malicious thoughts about the dog, How ard and I often 
relaxed together in the weeks after our m other’s murder, facing the 
other direction and staring out over the two baseball diamonds.
O ne day as we watched the kids practicing, my brother related the 
story of a hom erun he hit on one of those fields. It had been a hard 
groundball, and because it had not rained in many weeks, the ball 
bounced past not only the shortstop but also the left fielder, and 
continued rolling until it struck the base of the fence that marked 
the park’s perimeter. H ow ard had been the target of jokes am ong 
his teammates, and as he left a footprint in the dust that covered the 
plate, he was aware this had been the first hom erun he had ever hit.
I he experience filled him with an emotion he had never noticed 
before. It was an emotion, he told me, that puzzled him because he
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felt it only a few other times since, in m oments which seemed entirely 
unconnected. M y brother often conceded that he had been too 
young to m arry Anne, but his three years with her had not been a 
total failure. And he told me how one night toward the end, as he got 
into bed an hour later than his wife, he noticed she had been naked 
and waiting for him. Anne, who had not been the type of wom an to 
initiate these kinds of things, had fallen asleep, and when he touched 
her warm, smooth skin, working his palm from her breast to her 
stomach to her thigh, all without waking her, he noticed the same 
feeling he had the day he hit the hom erun.
The last time he felt it, he confessed sadly, was in the m oments 
after he removed our m other s ashes from the cardboard box and 
helped bury her next to our lather. W hile we sat together at the 
park that day, How ard asked in desperation what I thought the 
origin of this emotion might be. If he had to describe it, he went 
on, his eyes seeming to lose focus, he might place it somewhere 
between happiness and something else, something like recklessness. 
He suspected an answer might lie in a similarity between the three 
moments, and he asked if I saw one. The conversation began to 
stray and I believe we were unable to reach any conclusions, but we 
did agree that each experience was a unique m om ent m H ow ard s 
life and each had to do with his relationships with other people.
I also rem em ber how the conversation ended. Since childhood 
my brother’s tem per often engulfed him and when he was in this 
state he had the habit of ribbing people about their weaknesses in 
an arrogant and satisfied tone, as if he were exposing plot holes 
in a popular novel. This time as my brother stood to leave, he 
told me I was still the typical Ivan, leading everyone into personal 
conversations and then always classifying them , pinning them  
down and assigning them  a num ber for analysis. Before my brother 
stomped away, he insisted that whatever I did, however I went about 
it, I would always get it slightly wrong.
Howard turned twenty-six a few days before I m urdered our mother. 
His marriage to Anne had just ended, and he was employed as a 
movie critic at one of the free newspapers that circulated the city. 
The paper provided a forum for liberal perspectives on politics and 
also included reviews of art, music, and film. M ost ol its revenue
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came from classified and personal ads, and before Howard’s 
promotion to staff writer, he had been typing up the handwritten ads 
sent by mail and sending out bills to those who had miscalculated 
the hfty-cents per word fee. He also spent a large amount of time 
listening to complaints from customers who had responded to ads 
and received products other than what was advertised. In a warning 
at the top of each section, the paper claimed to ban people who 
would, for example, place an ad for a dishwasher and then answer 
their doors in the nude. Mostly the behavior was not illegal, just 
annoying, but according to the editor-in-chief, every false ad hurt 
the paper’s reputation. To combat this, the classified office kept a 
file cabinet full of names and addresses to whom the paper refused 
to sell an advertisement. Howard told me that he never saw anyone 
open that cabinet, and despite taking hundreds of complaints, he 
never added a new address. The cabinet remained in the corner, 
standing as a monument to all the bogus ads the paper knew it was 
selling, and to all the readers who believed the paper had some 
responsibility to print only the legitimate ones.
When Howard became a critic, he wrote reviews that were 
extremely harsh, and whenever I came up to the city during that 
first year he was writing, I picked up the paper just to read his 
scathing critiques. It seemed to me that Howard’s writing diverted 
his antagonistic eye away from the people in front of him and onto 
something that finally deserved it. But after the death of our mother, 
Howard’s gaze swung back to his family, and he began to criticize 
not only me and Samuel, but also both of our deceased parents and 
the police detective in charge of the case. During that time, I had 
moved back and Howard had broken the lease on his apartment in 
the city, so we lived together in our mother’s suburban house. Samuel 
was finishing his studies at the university, and whenever he came up 
to the city, he stayed in his room at Aunt Nichole’s.
Until that time, we had never been aware that just before Howard 
was born our parents hired a financial consultant, and at this m an’s 
prodding, they invested about half their savings and bought two 
life insurance policies. My brothers and I often wondered how our 
mother sent us checks to pay for college and kept up with her taxes, 
and after her death we were astonished to find that our parents
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had made a small fortune in the stock market. O ur m other had 
also maximized profits by selling everything after our father died 
and placing the cash in a long term  account where it received good 
interest. Thus, when the economy suffered and the stock market 
crumbled, our family lost no money at all. A few days after the 
murder, the three of us received a bank statement with a num ber 
so large it seemed otherworldly and not quite for spending. With 
the approval of both my brothers, I decided to use a small portion 
to renovate our parents’ house. Howard promised to help and 
while professionals restored the rotting foundation, we removed the 
dilapidated back porch and built a new one, we roofed and painted 
the house, and we took down the wood fence that surrounded the 
yard. W hen we finished for the day, Howard and I ate dinner and 
then walked to the park.
It still astonishes me to rem ember that our m other’s body was found 
only seven hours after I killed her, especially since she had no friends 
and no one ever entered her house. According to Howard, the 
young teacher who lived next door had decided to take the day off, 
and since the summer heat was waning, she headed to the garage 
with the intention of doing some yard work. Through the slits in 
our m other’s fence she noticed that the top half of the screen door 
had broken from its hinges. The neighbor was not surprised, for our 
m other’s house was in extreme disrepair, but she decided to open 
the gate and pick her way across the overgrown yard. She discovered 
the back door smashed open and entered the stale air, calling our 
m other’s name. The body lay on the bed in the master bedroom , the 
head propped up, the throat cut, and the knife resting on the pillow.
T hat afternoon I drove back up from downstate and waited 
outside as the police completed a forensics inspection. Halfway 
through they asked me and Howard to come in, hoping we could 
help them understand some of the strange things they had found. 
From my first glance at the bedroom I understood our m other had 
not abandoned her hobby of disguise. Hundreds of long dresses, 
pairs of slacks, blouses, and shoes, all in different styles, hung from 
the closet walls and were tossed in piles on the floor. Wigs reposed 
in round-boxes on the dresser, and next to the sink in our m other’s 
bathroom  were at least thirty different shades of make-up. Around
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the toilet lay latex casts of faces, noses, and ears, and in the corner 
reclining against the bathtub, a bag of powdered plaster spilled its 
gray contents. Both Howard and I stood in silence, as if we had 
entered the lair of a perverted killer interested only in preserving 
and resurrecting the bodies of his victims. I could think only to 
recall the day in the park when our mother peeled the mask off her 
face, her fingers stretching the plastic so that the wrinkles, which 
at first seemed so real, flattened and tore, revealing her actual 
skin underneath. Like Samuel, Howard had been unaware of our 
m other’s costuming, and as my middle brother stared at the clutter 
he bowed his head and asked me if this was who our mother really 
was.
We helped the police where we could, and once they left, I told 
Howard what I knew. I did so delicately because even then I was 
afraid of his anger. Surprisingly, he listened without any hint of 
emotion, but in the weeks following our conversation his movie 
reviews softened. Sometimes when he was tired of writing, or he 
hated a him so much it made him nauseous, he even commissioned 
me to write and barely edited my work before signing his name. It 
was clear he was not himself, but I could not pinpoint his moods. My 
brother had also begun to disappear for long stretches during the day 
and seemed to only want to be alone.
Two months after the murder, a very personal critique on art 
by Howard Mullen appeared on the cover page of the Movie and 
Theatre section of his paper. The article began by explaining the 
situation between our mother and Samuel, and from there Howard 
began to muse upon America: “Something like this could have only 
happened in a place,” Howard wrote, “where people have amped 
up their senses of sight and tuned down all others— a place where 
pornography has turned what was once the quintessential moment 
of touch into a moment of voyeurism, a place where M TV has 
made it so our eyes have to be stimulated while we listen, a place 
where we watch television while we eat.” Although my brother’s 
argument was muddy in the way rants can often be, it seemed as 
though his main claim was that this shift in our senses made us 
more susceptible to illusion. It was the way we had chosen to live, 
he argued, and he questioned the motive behind all self-conscious
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and reflexive art: Hamlet's play within a play, for example, Jonson’s 
introduction to Bartholomew Fair, and H itchcock’s North by Northwest. 
Terrorism too, How ard pointed out, disrupted illusions by rem inding 
us how our lives could end at any m om ent. He wrote that “any 
act of destroying an illusion can only be an act ol violence. Since 
violence in all its forms is wrong, we can only conclude that illusions 
should never be broken. We should never be rem inded that we are 
Hewing a play or watching a movie. We should never be rem inded 
how easily we are killed. ’
I knew my brother too well not to recognize the irony and sarcasm 
behind his words, and as I read the article I realized I had always 
misunderstood him. It had been clear that H ow ard detested change 
and what had shaken him most was not our m other s death but the 
discovery of her costumes. I began to wonder w hether H ow ard 
did not criticize to make himself feel better. Despite what the self- 
help books told us, people’s flaws cannot be erased so easily, and it 
comforted H ow ard to recognize that consistency. It reassured him 
to know there were things in the world that would not change that 
there were things he could always trust.
Ivan, the o ldest
The southern edge of our suburb bordered the city and it was 
not uncom m on for people to creep over in search of something 
valuable to steal. Initially, the police believed our m other’s m urder 
was simply a botched robbery and for about two m onths the case 
was almost forgotten. But the day after H ow ard published his article, 
the detective returned, tapping politely on our door, and again I 
found myself sitting across from him  in his office on Ridge Avenue. 
Outside, it was the beginning of autum n, and although it was not 
yet cold, the heat in the station was on. Both he and I were sweating, 
and he kept blotting his forehead and upper lip with a w added 
handkerchief while I wiped my perspiration away with my hand.
The detective rubbed his eyes and said he could not fully understand 
our family. H ad we been even slightly norm al he would have 
forgotten the m urder long ago, but he was interested in the way each 
detail seemed to turn  back on itself. Trying to com prehend the case
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was something like reading a book where all the pages were folded at 
strange angles: even if he slanted the narrative and turned it under 
the light, he could never see more than a few sentences at once. 
Usually, he said, his job  was to take witness accounts, elements from 
the crime scene, and the psychology of those involved and generate 
possible scenarios. Then, working backward, he dismissed them  one 
by one until he was left with only a few. But our m other’s m urder 
incorporated so many mysterious circumstances and strange people 
that his scenarios spun wildly out of control, and he did not have the 
confidence to eliminate any of them.
Both How ard and Samuel found the detective’s interrogations 
insufferable, mostly because he had a habit of speaking to us with 
a kind of smirking condescension as though we were puzzles he 
was preparing to solve. I was well aware of the case’s facts, but the 
detective always reviewed them  for me. He listed H ow ard’s article in 
the free paper, the peculiar clothes and masks found in our m other’s 
bedroom , and the way our Aunt Nichole had taken my brother 
without consent. H e also m entioned the unsettling position of my 
m other’s body. Crooks intending only to steal m ade quite a bit of 
noise, he said, and usually hurt only those who threatened them.
But in this case our m other had not only neglected to rise from her 
bed, but she had also been awake, watching the m urderer as he 
approached. And of course, most disconcerting was the fact that 
nothing was missing from the large, suburban house, that not a single 
item had even been disturbed. D uring our interviews the detective 
discussed his feelings about my two brothers. He described how 
Samuel had once been distant and unfocused but was now growing 
disturbingly cordial and obsequious. Howard, he said, was quick to 
anger and had begun answering questions in gibberish or something 
akin to abstract poetry.
Each time the detective called me to his office we spoke for 
about an hour and he always asked me to explain how I felt about 
my m other’s death. W ithout lying I told him  I was not sure how to 
describe those emotions. At times I felt sad, or guilty, or even had 
a sense of freedom, and at others I experienced a com bination of 
those and other sensations which I could not quite articulate. In 
contrast, I told him, there were m om ents when I forgot my m other’s
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murder entirely. With a smile, the detective explained that to piece 
together a case, he and other law officials relied on the fact that every 
crime, especially a murder, had a motive. And he wondered whether 
I had hated my mother, if I was jealous ol her, if I was angry, or 
if I had been too eager to receive my inheritance. While he spoke,
I barely listened, recalling instead the moment only a few months 
earlier when I stood over my mother in the dark, feeling what I can 
only describe as nothing while the knife slid into the muscles of her 
throat.
The detective’s insistence on uncovering a motive and his need 
to place it within a word— hatred, anger, jealousy, greed— did the 
opposite of his intention: it absolved me. I was just as eager to 
discover my reasons as he was, but as we talked, my moti\ e 1 efused 
to surface and I began to wonder whether I had committed the 
crime at all. The last time the detective called me in, he wasted an 
hour accusing both of my brothers, and then he stared directly at 
me and asked why I had killed my mother. I thought for a moment 
before telling him I did not know how to answer. There was silence 
and then he waved at the doorway, indicating I should go. I put my 
hand out but he refused to shake it and somehow I knew he would 
not interrogate me again. Leaving the station, I paused to hold the 
door for a young woman as she entered, and then wandered into the 
parking lot. W hen I unlocked the old Dodge I felt the edges of my 
mouth turn up in an uncontrollable grin. I started to laugh but then 
stopped abruptly upon noticing my reflection in the driver’s-side 
window. In the glass I saw the same haunting expression that had 
twisted my face all those years earlier while I watched my mother 
reading Dostoyevsky to my father’s grave.
Once home, I entered our mother’s house through the back and 
sat in the quiet at the kitchen table, recalling how, almost five years 
ago at the outdoor cafe, the feeling of murdering my mother began 
to impose itself. At that time, it was not even a thought, only an 
impression, and I had no way of knowing how it would strengthen.
I still did not understand it and, in hopes that writing might help,
I grabbed a sheet of paper. After only a few words I knew it was 
a failure. Finding the matches in the drawer next to the sink, I
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went outside to the driveway and watched the flames eat my first 
confession.
W hen I was young, my father often joked about how just before my 
birth he tried to convince my m other to have four sons whom he 
could nam e after the four brothers in The Brothers Karamazov. As was 
usually the case, my m other acquiesced a little, telling him that in 
the event she even had a boy, our father would be allowed to name 
only one after a Dostoyevsky character. I rem em ber my father saying 
with pleasure that he had nam ed me after Fydor K aram azov’s eldest: 
Ivan, the most intellectual. Although the nam e never lent itself to 
any specific teasing, I dreaded it throughout childhood, and to spite 
my father I refused to let him read the novel aloud and I threw it 
across the room  when I unw rapped it for my thirteenth birthday. 
M any years after my father’s death, I came across one of his 
copies as I was cleaning out the decrepit bookshelf in my m other’s 
bedroom . D uring our remodeling, H ow ard and I had stacked most 
of the books in the basem ent, and I headed down there, hoping to 
find the translation my father had been too sick to read. W hen I 
flicked on the light, I discovered H ow ard had overturned the boxes 
of costumes and he lay sleeping am ong the clutter, half buried in the 
pile of clothes and masks. T he weight of my father’s book hung in 
my hand, and without thinking I tossed it at my brother. It landed on 
his stomach and he awoke with a gasp.
Since the publication of H ow ard’s article and the return of the 
police, I had been watching H ow ard closely. He spent most of his 
time viewing movies in the den or lounging on the grass beside our 
parents’ graves. And there were those times when he disappeared 
for hours. As my brother brushed the novel off his stomach, he 
confessed that he could not bring himself to take the clothes to 
goodwill or even throw them  away. Each time he touched the fabric 
or imagined our m other wearing them, he felt that same emotion 
he had described to me that day in the park. He had been sneaking 
down to the basem ent to become m ore familiar with it and had 
even begun to crave it. T he feeling, he had decided, came just 
when his relationship with another person was beginning to end.
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It was something he could see only now, looking back on all three 
situations. The hom erun marked the end of the teasing and the 
friendships with his teammates, A nne’s uncharacteristic attem pt to 
seduce him had hinted at the downfall of their marriage, and the 
death of our m other marked the slow decline of his anger toward 
her. He had first suspected and then known I was spying on him, 
and he had learned how to elude me by creeping down into the 
basement. I eyed the costumes and half joking wondered aloud 
who this new Howard was. In response, he pulled a mask from the 
pile and placed it over his face. Laughing at the irony, he imitated 
my slow, monotonous way of speaking and said, We both know 
the answer to that question. His eyes bugged through the mask’s 
wrinkled slits. You’ll always be slightly wrong, he told me. And then 
he repeated the accusation over and over until I snatched the mask 
from his face and hurled it into one of the basem ent’s m any dark 
corners.
Two days later I ventured back into the basem ent in search of 
our father’s books. Howard was not there and I found the edition I 
had tossed at him. I began searching the stacks and after a couple 
hours, I uncovered others, all different translations, all covered in 
dust. I chose the paperback with its margins full of my father’s notes, 
and when I was about a hundred pages into it, I decided it was like 
reading two stories— Dostoyevsky’s and my father’s. Dostoyevsky’s 
characters seemed controlled by their emotions, unreasonably so.
I found them hard to take, much preferring my father’s intellectual 
pursuit.
After our m other’s m urder my youngest brother Samuel rem ained 
silent, staying at Nichole’s and refusing to enter the suburban house, 
even when invited. Once, when the detective had called the two of 
us in and I sat next to my brother in the spare waiting room, I asked 
him his thoughts on H ow ard’s article. It surprised me to hear him 
claim to have no reaction to it, and I pressed him, rem inding him 
that throughout his childhood he had never been alone. Again he 
maintained that although he knew it was strange, he felt nothing.
But he stared at the magazine on his lap and confessed slowly 
that since the article something had changed. Now he no longer 
trusted himself as an actor. As my brother spoke I could feel him
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withdrawing. I could picture him merging with that far-off image of 
himself deep within the darkness. It was almost as if my m other’s 
presence had somehow kept him from pulling away. T hat when 
she watched him she was holding on to him, and that even though 
Samuel was not aware of it, he was somehow allowing it to happen.
I have not spoken to my youngest brother since, but I am still 
haunted by the last words he said to me. In a voice that was almost 
a whisper, Samuel told me that each of us had a good reason to kill 
our mother. He had not killed her, he assured me, and he suspected 
either me or Howard. Everything was shrinking away from him, 
fading just out of his reach, and he was powerless to do anything but 
sink into it.
This is my hundredth attem pt at a confession, and I end it with 
these thoughts by my brother Samuel. It seems to me that the 
evidence is beginning to come together. It still twists, it still spins, but 
some things have become clear. There is that afternoon at the cafe, 
when everything began, when our m other classified my brother into 
a single moment. There are the memories of childhood, the piles 
of books, the costumes scattered across the basem ent floor. There is 
Howard sleeping among them and Samuel swimming deeper into 
that pitch dark. And there is the rope that my m other looped lovingly 
around my neck, the rope which strangles me even after I thought 
I had cut it free. It all adds up to something: the broken backdoor, 
the peeling paint, the slight flick of my wrist breaking the skin on my 
m other’s neck.
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S h a n n o n  Jo n a s
Neophyte
—fo r Matthew Henriksen
Dear Sor Savant,
Once a sparrow fe ll judged by Godfor truancy; fo r truancy o f  man that He would not pardon fo r man’s looks or kisses 
alone—
I see a hawk has a sparrow rent wide & bad bad fan on the horizon down in o f Virginny 
I walk no other way than downwind so the bad ones can’t find me
0  to be home again. SKOAL! Yr Turrble Brother “Ghost Ship ”
PS. Will you be at the reunion in September? Please write me back.
1 watch people talk to people watching people how do people talk look at how mouths move 
How does my m outh move does it move at all when I lie w /o  wife or dog in front of the stove
PS. S. Don’t be mad but I  left the hatchet out and someone ran o ff w /it.
Probbly the boiler man w /tw o lefl feet and a dead bride. Hell—keep it.
Not many people understand me when I talk b /c  I mumble so much 
& get made fun of always have I don’t mind anymore but know that & such & such
I  always wanted to be around baseball parks. I  never wanted to leave town but I  had to.
When dogs bark when I  can’t see them I  wonder what at. Inok how quick hills fa ll  down.
You & I down in o f Virginny Christ why can’t time stop not go back because that won’t 
H appen but just stop you know how things change when you close your eyes so don’t
When I  can’t sleep I  close my eyes and think about a flagpole in the middle o f a field 
&  the sound it makes when the wind clinks the chain against the pole. There it goes.
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I see I never learned to dress myself only how to look in the m irror are we taught that 
T he saddest songs don’t have words I don’t have words to tell how I am or am not
There was a circuit rider who asked “why starve yourself o f  light. I t ’s all around. ’’Alright 
I  said, so to Hell I ’ll go, even i f  my brother won’t be there with me. But you will, right?
There are shapes there are contoured abstractions there is shape to the world 
T here’s always a way out there’s daily breads & births hands to grasp the void
No unavoidable surgeries I  say. Where did I  hear that somewhere? I t ’s funny how the way 
people ju st one day are sick they are told, and prepare to die. One by one it happens it does.
W here is hom e to you where does yr blood hail from somehow every life is valid & sure 
W here is it I go to to feel hom e I can’t say I can’t tell sometimes hom e seems like a door
You suffer o f  rare pride brother. Ifinished this letter before I  started it. The bluebird told me. I  work hard to be an 
honest so and so. Gawd is it easy to lie like Gawd don’t want none o f me
India India India where is hom e to you do you understand what I say when I speak
No one sings songs but say they do I would rather not talk I guess than not eat for a week
I ’d be homeless without a wife. I ’d inhabit a hive o f  snow before I  thought I  was alive.
Beds &  churches are hard to warm inside of. I f  wakefulness were prayer I ’d live forever.
Night drags its em pty buckets against the trails with wrists sm ooth as well water
But this is not a d ream —a som nambulist walking on stilts across the m arsh to a muck-island
Sor, this letter is not a letter—like a baseball hat I  swear y r  soul’s on me like a brand. You know what I ’d die fo r—the 
premise fo ry r  embrace. The field. This empty house. That word.
Do you think I’m  here I think I ’m  here when the clock inside my head winds out
Like a light that goes out in the basem ent that you don’t w ant to change b /c  it’s night
Sor, to bottle moths—&  a lantern between his teeth, sor, is the insomniac’s only tackle, 
the dipsomaniac that changed the world. Remember the name—father, son, &  holy ghost.
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Tabernacle
Spring again & I too have molted 
& crazed the bell with buckshot
& sent the sparrow flying scared 
from the copse & whittled shadows--
the son is a sparrow 
the tilled field is a sparrow
the sparrow opens like a door 
the door opens like a wail
the sparrow is every room in the house 
the sparrow is the falling leaf
at the break of dog & fire
the sparrow is the god of the roads
father is a sparrow
the sparrow bemusedly circles the battlefield
I make what I can of the sparrow 
& it makes what it can of me
I leave it behind & it leaves me behind 
I return home & the sparrow is waiting in a bram ble
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Ta y l o r  Br o w n
Rider
Winner, 2009 Montana Prize in Fiction
Iron-shod hooves stove the old wagon road, rock-jeweled, like 
gunshots. T hat sound lying in ambuscade in her chest for so long 
arrived now out of a quadrant near alien to the meat where she 
stored him. H er heart.
She slunk out of bed with the quilt left behind and then the gown 
shed too so that when he knocked and entered soundless with the 
night all over him in a cold aura she was warm  where she touched 
him. She did her best to brush the night from his vestments, his skin, 
and flush the blood into the white of him, his coldest places, and the 
red fluid came like the blush of something killed in all that snow out 
of which he rode.
Blooded she knew him. Not him but what he was. A man. 
Another.
I know you, she whispered to him. A rider. But he did not hear 
her.
He was a being borne of night alone and by the very first 
delineation of black tim ber to tim ber he rose furtive from the 
slumber and stood stark white in the little cabin, a thing untouched 
by light but luminous itself. Always she was watching the black pines 
beyond the window and wanting to slow the turning of night to day. 
But the wanting seemed only to quicken the first stalks of light where 
they grew upward between the slatted black trunks of pine.
In his emptied bedspace only the shotgun, old double Damascus 
that divided them, too cold to warm. This instrum ent of spurious 
fidelity that let them take rest in the wake of their coupling. This 
hated thing, she twined her heated limbs around the black steel and 
stock and the empty chambers m oaned when she blew across the 
barrels.
The geese were snow geese, white as the driven when he shot 
them from the sky. He did so in dead of night. Ambush. His was
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a poacher’s blind hidden from m an and bird both. INot his wife 
though. She knew what scarce meat he preyed upon in fields not his 
own, and forbidden. O r thought she did.
His horse was a fine one, black and masculate. A cut above his 
station. Into the outlands he rode it, the terrain black and silver, 
mud and pond. There he spotted the earth with the night’s kill, 
birds fresh fallen and white where punctures red-welled into feather 
and barb. O n the return, he stopped at the lone cabin yellowlit like 
a single soul in all those wilds. This his long custom.
A December night he quilted the horse against the cold, flesh- 
cutting as it was, and lay down in the bed not his own. Hers. In the 
morning the horse was dead standing stiff-legged and frozen and 
the geese, unsacked, were conjoined in severe attitudes of flight and 
death, moiled, a single frozen menage of rendering so morbid and 
perverse it might sicken the hardest of heart, yet sculpted of brute 
and natural force.
Would you look at that? she said. I ’ve a mind to pray over them.
W ouldn’t none of it happened you’d of let me stow them  in the 
house, he said.
The first night together she’d told him she’d not have his kill 
inside.
T hat was a long time ago I said that, she said.
He spat. Still holds, though. D on’t it.
It was not a question.
She watched him drag his ice-laden kill down the road, the frozen 
jum ble of wing and beak and claw straining the sack at mean 
angles, unforgiving shapes, and scrawling black vents of earth in the 
snowed-over road. Later the first shoots of daylight punctured the 
dawn-dark trees and struck the rigored horse on the big flanks, the 
serrated mane, the ice-glazed eyes of black marble devoid of all life. 
She tracked the dead thing’s thaw by its lips, black ones agape in 
death, pincering them between thumb and forefinger at intervals.
In minutes they’d gone gummy again, like storebought licorice. 
Soon thereafter the first leg gave way, buckling, and the others, still 
rigid, crackled like trees overwrought with storm-ice. She leapt from
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harm  as the black horse hove toward the buckling leg' a front one, 
and crashed headlong into the snow aside her cabin, laying there 
bloodless and alien as something hewn from black rock. Too heavy 
to move; she shoveled snow to hide it from passers on the road, 
should there be any.
He trudged onward through the snow, cursing the woman, the horse, 
the sudden freeze, the very sky that fed him. The food upon his 
back, the food tugged willy-nilly through the snow. He cursed them 
all. Rivulets of melted snow slid over the rim of his boot shafts, 
sliding down to pool in his soles, cold beyond all imagining. All was 
white but for the black stalks shot upright out of the snow in their 
groves, their huddled stands, the naked reaches of them groping 
skyward. The ashen sky. Geese hooted southward in their droves.
He cursed them.
The road wound rightward ahead. Then the covered bridge he 
crossed always at night, the divider of this outland, private-owned, 
from those safe for a m an of his burden. Here he existed in sin. 
Hunting, riding, trudging, coupling. All trespass. All sin. There, the 
far side of the river, lay absolution. The law of m an required proof, 
after all. W ho was to say which side of the river the geese were 
flying when he killed them?
The bridge was very pretty with the new snow so heavy on its 
roof. Through the slatted wood beneath his boots he saw the black 
hiss of the river white-whorled with snowmelt. His bounty of fowl 
slid easily on the hardwood, unim peded by root or ice. The bodies 
had begun to thaw, go deferential to his aims, fewer edges to snag.
He cursed them still for their weight.
The shadowed tunnel, at least, gave comfort to a m an of his 
nocturnal workings. Never ever had he dared to cross in daylight. 
Rich men paid astronomical sums to hunt the richness of the land he 
poached, and men richer still paid to protect the wealth of blood and 
fur and feather that abounded there. W hat he lacked in fortune he 
made up in daring, cunning, quick aim. He would return home, he 
thought, and distribute the snow geese am ong his kin like Old Saint 
Nick of fable. Christmas Eve, after all.
A good distance on the other side of the river he heard the 
staccato racket of horses on the bridge behind him. H oof shots
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rang out of the covered maw like sudden ambush. He did not curse. 
No. He showed the whites of his teeth a moment to himself and 
hid them. Then he turned to see, as any man would. They rode 
three abreast, dark silhouettes under the bridge. The sun, stowed 
away beyond a pallid veil of cold, threw light enough to illumine 
them white-faced and black-coated when they rode from under the 
raftered dark. He glanced only a moment and turned away. As any 
man would.
The chestnut machines they rode slowed to a trot around him, the 
hot-breathed exhaust of their lungs audible to a man staring only 
at the road ahead. One, the leader, rode ahead and turned his big 
horse broadside the walker.
Ho, said the warden. W hat have you in the bag, sir?
He stopped but did not open the bag.
And a Merry Christmas to you gentlemen, he said.
The one in front of him tugged his jacket to reveal the white half 
moon of a revolver handle, ivory-gripped, protruding butt-first from 
his belt holster.
W hat have you in the bag, sir?
Christmas gifts.
O f what species?
Goose.
Dump them out.
Now this is public land. Your jurisdiction ends at the river—
The warden drew the pistol from his belt and cocked the hammer 
and aimed the bottomless well of the barrel black-calibered at the 
m an’s chest.
Dump them out.
As told, he turned to dump the contents of the sack. There on the 
road behind him lay tell-tale rivulets of thaw blood, red on the white 
road, maddeningly red, a bright ribbon tethering him to the wrong 
side of the river as surely as a noose of rope or chain.
Sin has a way of leaking out, said the warden.
He looked up at the men so tall on their horses. His shotgun 
was broken-barrel over his shoulder, unloaded. No other means of
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quick escape at hand. He dumped out his booty, birds of tundra 
red-painted in their own death. The fluid once binding them poured 
out alongside, a pink-watered blush in the snow. There was nothing 
more sculpted here, bodies gone slack.
Please don’t put me away, he told them. I ’ll do anything.
The leader decocked his pistol and holstered it.
Anything? he said.
W hen  she lay down that night she could not take her rest.
T he  wild geese clutched so meanly in death, like birds huddled 
close against the cold. A wing here or there wavered slowly out 
of this image of them, feathers ice-serrated into a blade, and the 
honks o f  their kind choked from their beaks in strange bergs of 
goose speak. She wished she could w arm  them  over the flames, 
restore tenderness and  even flight, for the old tales told of  beings 
long preserved in blocks of ice. Prehistoric things resurrected 
from centuries of  cold fixation, minds frozen on one solid 
thought.
T he  geese were her friends. Always had  been. But she could 
never touch them , altitude too high. Now she slept with one of 
their hunters. Nay, a poacher. She loved him. Wished to m end 
him from the bloodless chill within him and  without. M ake 
him supple and  pinkened. No stranger to the sunlight of her 
backdoor. No stranger to the sun at all. Like her. A worshipper 
of sun and  animal, of anim ate  earth. U pon  her roof stood a 
rough-ham m ered  weathervane of a mythic bird, a phoenix, 
invisible at night.
She rose from bed and  slid her feet into the boots of her 
husband, a decade dead, and  cloaked herself in every article 
o f  clothing at hand. T he  night was milder, no harsh freeze, 
though all marks of travel along the road had  been covered in 
a luminous down of snowfall. She crossed the covered bridge 
she’d crossed rarely since her husband, a warden, had  been 
blown headless by a short ten gauge at the m outh  of this bridge. 
W hen  she saw the peppered  divots along the jam bs and  siding 
she halted and  touched them. Bits o f  him might yet be buried in 
the minute scoriations of pine.
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The road crested a white hill bristling with naked pine and 
then dropped into a valley. T here  in the white bowl of snowy 
hills lay the town. His town. T he  hilltops shone white under the 
moon and blued downward into a navy bottom  against which the 
lights of town glimmered like a hand-scattering ol gold bits. She 
started down, a slight wom an m ummified 111 thick tatterings of 
cloth.
She found his house easily. She asked some carolers. Said 
she had a gift to deliver from the outlands. As she walked in the 
direction pointed, the carols came angel-voiced over the rough­
shod porches and snow, through the midnight-colored well of 
stars above them. Caroling faces black-gaped with song.
From the moon-shadowed lee of a neighboring house she 
watched him through the square yellowlit glass of a back 
room. Crockery sat all a round him. O ne  by one, he removed 
the reddened geese from his sack and  set them  upon a cutting 
board. He cut off the wings and head and one foot, lea\ ing the 
o ther as a handle. T hen  he plucked the feathers from the flanks, 
the back, the tail. In a pot over the fire he melted paraffin in 
boiling water, let cool, and  dipped each goose into the viscous 
liquid. T he  rem aining feathers dried laminate with wax and  she 
watched him peel off that and the feathers, the down like peeling 
an orange. He cut a wide cavity from the rear vent and  dug 
away the innards, saving hearts and  livers in certain pots, various 
cuts of meat in others.
She watched him work long into the night, bent over his work. 
Goose breasts the size of a hum an  heart smeared his hands red, 
the boon of Christmas morning. He handled  the birds with 
great care, nothing vicious even in the plucking. T he  birds he 
flayed open were slack-winged and jolly-necked, the m eat red, 
those soft engines of flight coming free in shapes their own. His 
face reflected all of this, a colored complexion she'd not seen, 
whether of his own blood or that he worked she could not say.
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She reached home by first light, carried there by the thought 
of w arm th  in times past, w arm th  to come, w arm th  by virtue of 
more than  fire alone.
At the door she looked where the big horse lay buried 
undernea th  the snow. Some might bury the thing but she knew 
the hollow pangs of winter and how many bellies on how many 
nights such a lot of m eat could fill. She would leave it there in 
case. Not tell anyone. N ot even him.
T h a t  day, in daylight, he came to her. Gift-bearing, she 
presum ed, and welcomed him at the door. He was on another 
horse, a chestnut horse, and  his face ghost-white against the 
black of his scarf and  hat.
Let me w arm  you, she said, drawing him inside.
Listen, he said. W here  is my horse?
Why?
W here is my horse?
Buried, she said.
I need something to kill.
W hat?
I need something to kill, he said. I need the blood.
She grabbed his arm. Listen to me, she said. Are you crazy?
They think you are, he said. T h a t  you’re a witch. Scaring off 
the game. T h a t ’s what they think. T he  wardens, the members. 
You’re the one taking the game. You.
You must leave, he said. For good. Forever. I 11 spread the 
blood in here and tell them  I sank you in the river.
I have rights to this land, she said. By virtue of my husband.
He looked up the road and down. No one. He would have to. 
He went back out to the horse and  took the puppy from the sack, 
newborn, pink slits for eyes. W hen he went back inside she had 
the shotgun from the bed leveled on him.
In the river, she said. T h a t ’s where they found him. W hat was 
left at least.
Who?
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My husband.
I don’t know nothing about it, he said. They  said to sink 
you—
I should of known, she said. G oddam n you I should of 
known.
She primed both hamm ers with a heavy click and threaded 
her finger across the triggers, both of them.
His twelve gauge, as always, lay broken over his shoulder.
Since the incident at the bridge he ’d taken to keeping both 
barrels loaded. A precaution. And he knew what way to open 
her heart. All at once he tossed the puppy at her and let the 
shotgun slide off his shoulder into the crook of his arm. She 
extended an arm  sideways to catch the splay-footed animal and 
opened her white breast to him and he jerked both barrels home 
with a heavy click, aiming for the heart.
The  white wedge of the blast slammed into her chest, sledge- 
heavy, and tiny jets of matter, white-hot, sang quivering into the 
meat of her, her heart, her lungs, spreading like a white flock 
hatched in the blood. She wanted so badly to follow them  south. 
Toward w arm er skies, sunlight. T he  shotgun clattered to the 
floor. The puppy the bed. She looked a last time into his eyes 
and knew they were closer now than ever they’d been, than ever 
they’d be, and she turned  from him, his red face, and staggered 
toward her back door, outward, into the light. The  hard  palate 
of earth was cold and black beneath the snow. Cold and black 
on her knees, her palms, her face. T hen  she was nothing but 
another sliver of it, earth-blackened and going cold.
In the spring of that year the snows melted late, later than 
ever, and riders passing along an outland trail, wardens, found a 
dark hulk of horse rising black-haunched from the diminishing 
snow alongside a small cabin. It rose from the snow complete, 
preserved by the cold, like something resurrected full-bodied 
from the grave. There  were not many horses of such quality in 
short radius of this discovery; the owner was certain. The  mane 
of the horse rose jagged and black, black as the blood found 
smeared inside the cabin.
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On “Rid
J o y  W i l l i a m s
It is not that “R ider” was my first choice out of the four stories 
the editors culled from submissions to CutBank. I had no first 
choice. Actually, I resisted “R ider” most of all. Crazy! Lurid!
T hat unfortunate horse! I asked for more stories. The editors sent 
seven more. I read and was glum. They had no grip on me. But 
“R ider” persisted in exercising its exasperating, persistent hold. It’s 
in the unrelenting imagery, hard enough to crack a tooth. It’s a vain, 
absurdly romantic story, a cold ruin of a story, a perverse retelling of 
that old chestnut, “The H ighwaym an.” Bloody snow-geese, a frozen 
horse breaking in thaw like black icicles, a fateful airborne puppy... 
the images accumulate like the rotting petals of surreal flowers.
It’s preposterous, sure, but I ’ll bet you won’t forget these creature 
innocents. I hope the writer doesn’t continue in this vein - it will 
only bring rejection and sorrow - but continue the writer must.
Congratulations.
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D e r e k  h e n d e r s o n
Here M y Side
Those who talk 
will declare 
silence he says
y o u ’re the fir s t man now 
now you see those birds 
up there is joy  to be had 
in what they are doing 
we have maxed out 
physical iterations one 
after the other two copies 
o f moments o f  speech.
All that remains of me 
is a man who is cold 
and again I witness raindrops 
the rain, the house 
could shield us
from the rain and the lightning 
should it strike and flame 
flares up like a nave embers 
as someone’s voice 
out of a burning bush.
I carry myself 
in a rush of words.
Hollow shell 
and bewilderment.
No fellow hum an
heaves at light
drinks a tincture of I am
enflames under outstretched wings
against the turning metal fan.
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Just a minute now 
of small denominations.
I am no longer sure where I was when
I was carried into prayer
then let go to vibrate
the purple  air of dusk
into my hands cupped and waiting.
From across the field a word
rested here before going
into fellowship
and when I walk home
it is my own
voice touching the world.
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MICAH BATEMAN
Harbinger o f Things Already Insinuated
H ow awkward, this m arriage of his dough to her 
rolling pin. T he  effluvial record of his incompletes,
their unflattering juxtaposition. W ho placed her here?
Bare as chicken bone, brittle as the casings of a Nazi shell.
W hat stilled her on his bedside, ashiver in fall-out- 
of-winter? D am nation, that time spills down lines.
If only springtime and the leaves still t inder and cinder.
If not the unbearable palsy of the shepherd’s crook
of her, the S of disease, her eyes not onyx trinkets: 
tractors of slow-moving molecules, lightning down the wall.
I f  tiny erector pili like terra  cotta soldiers did their doom 
duty first. If  else 1930 and the irresistible omen
of o-man-o-m an. O r  if like she he were ethereally thin, 
the air might have com m unicated with some success. He
might have felt her usher in the cold. Seen the en jam bm ent 
of photons in her Casper quickness. Oscillated fast enough
to dissolve through walls. Stowed himself away in the belly 
of something that could fly, to Denm ark, to see whom before.
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d a n  R o s e n b e r g
Here
H e re ’s the word for an a n t ’s single leg.
I plucked it and breathed  it.
I caught it beneath  my gum line.
Here are some plants I grew by speaking to them.
Here are the aphids that happened  when my m ind wandered. 
I was babbling; I ’m sorry.
I said the sap would be as blood, as coveted.
T he  sap was as blood, the wet of it.
I set a few rules and broke them.
Some spiders can resurrect themselves.
Call it a miracle when I do that.
Call it a m itochondrion, I said.
Call it symbiosis.
H e re ’s how you’re my children.
H e re ’s how I made your lungs insufficient.
H e re ’s how I filled your lungs with bacteria.
I needed a place to put them.
I wanted you to have them.
I am in complete control of my dreams.
I let them  be this way.
My dreams fall on cracks and  grow.
There  is excess to my mind and I throw it down the cracks. 
H e re ’s a brown spot on an ovary.
H e re ’s the brown globe stumbling through autum n.
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J u l i e  G e r m a i n e
“her eyes say, and M y headlong
-Gwendolyn Brooks, “In the M ecca
A head shaped like a light bulb, her  eyes 
say six ways to Sunday, driving: 
not into cars but I love mine and 
sense quorum  on narrow  avenue.
Sharking late night or dusk, not-cops virtual profile intelligence 
from our very stoop and mug the neighbor at gunpoint,
what to do, what to do. December, be generous be money 
mine. In recent letters,
edit chum p change and  woe, rem em ber the future, say som ething funny 
to end me, a sham, by.
W h a t’s a white girl to do with race: 
blank fate:
women are receptacles, Earlene, you never said no, 
so. I
am the bitter one 
sung from the old oak 
, please.
She compares holes in clothes 
M ake me new.
and collapses under  his strong a rm  
Take me now.
last week (on) lost.
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Sa m u e l  A m a d o n
The curtains are
eager to speak with glass-green their demonstration 
that welcome colors the passage of hello to 
hello the wood you have come to in just to feel how 
thick felt velvet as learning to examine fingers 
know who touches begins to resemble how touching 
a hole in the wall becomes you vulnerable 
when sitting back to answer what used to be here 
was a mantle of considerate fireplace discussion 
about the headlines covering introduction further 
than this may not be the time everything was clean 
and ours for five more minutes until appoin tm ent 
arrived after the m eeting seemed to be over how 
th a t’s a strange order to hurry  along with baskets 
show the way they were woven palms sway as 
reminders that this was the border  and could it 
expect what greeting came for.
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J O S I E  M I L L I K E N
Seven Tangents O f Space and
Winner, 2009 M ontana Prize in Creative Nonfiction
I.
Zero Distance
He hunches over a book. Pages and pages to get through. Posture 
sloshed. Insides slumped. Can you, he says, m otion ing  to neckspot.
Just a minute. Just a little? I come up behind. M y fingertips touch... no, 
dig. O r  rub. They  rub .. .
Slowly. Thoughts: H ow  fast? How  deep? T hese  fingers. You should 
know this by now, I think to them. H aven’t we done this before? Focus.
I want them  to be confident, good. Be more than  good. Be magical. 
Faultless. Miraculous.
I wonder: How m any people pray for knowing: knowing how to hold a 
hand, when to give a hug, when to stop a hug, just  how tight a shoulder 
should be rubbed. I ’m  always off, awkward, “ too” something: early, 
late, at the wrong angle, light, brief, off-target. So m uch to know, 
touch. T h e  rhythms. T h e  expectations. T h e  instincts. T h e  rights, the 
wrongs. T h e  risks. T h e  timing.
T h e  language of it.
Closer: O ne  thousand  touch receptors rub through  bleached t-shirt 
fibers to skin that would split like a candy w rapper  if it w eren’t for 
atomic covalence; surface-layer elastic cells scratch apart,  skin cells 
gutter under my fingernails as fingers bend  to tendons, to thick sturdy 
slopes o f  collar b o n e . . . th e  in-and-in pressing, the listening {you can press 
harder, I ’m not going to break, he says, patting  my leg, tu rn ing  a page .. .)
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In, in, in: I press in (How can this not hurt? Am I that weak?). I close 
my eyes, try to feel, think o f  the atoms creating a curren t around  the 
protons and neutrons of my fingertip atoms and his shoulder atoms, 
electrons buzzing, flying around, courting, flirting. To the right,yes, more, 
no, up. Right there...
It would be better  if we were lying down. You can use your weight 
that way, my college freshman room m ate  once told me; your arms and 
hands w on’t get as tired. But here I am, standing, hands now numb, 
finger joints slack and loose, like guitar strings needing to be tuned.
But I will not stop, not yet, I will press my electrons closer to his until 
he says ju st right...
This awkwardness has origins.
M y m other was never touchy. W hen I was little, I would try 
to hug her, but she’d always be walking off somewhere, and I ’d be left 
dragging on the floor, attached to a pan t  leg. But my father: my father 
was crazy-touchy, always pu tting  my sister and  me on his lap, vice- 
gripping our hands and  necks as we walked down sidewalks, tackling 
my m other  in the hall and tickling her on the carpet,  grabbing  at our 
feet, pulling us tightly to him.
Until all o f  a sudden he seemed to stop one day. M aybe it was 
because my sister and I had become awkward, older, or maybe it was 
the w om an we found out later he was seeing, or maybe because he was 
growing apar t  from all of us. But it opened a gap. Like someone had 
poked a hole into a tire or moved out o f  the house.
And I could tell my m other  missed it. Evenings sometimes 
she d open a magazine in front o f  a window and  just  stare out at the 
squirrels runn ing  around  in the evergreens until the darkness m ade a 
m irror  and she was just  staring at herself. Touch was something she 
needed, too she just  lacked the language or courage or ability to ask.
I know I will have to stop soon. Electrons carry  a negative charge. 
Negative charges repel. Electrons will never really “touch .” T here  
is no zero distance. T h e  feel o f  pressing closer is the actual pressing 
apart. I shake out one hand, then the other.
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He leans down until his nose ruffles the book’s pages. H e shrugs, 
adjusts his t-shirt, tu rns  around, hugs my legs: Thankyou. Your turn now. 
Sit.
No, I start to say. I think of  reasons: Maybe later... yo u ’re too 
busy...But there are no reasons, no way to say, I d o n ’t w ant w hat I want, 
and anyway he is stretching, standing, steering me into a seat.
II.
Close
A boy’s knee touching my knee. T h e n  a hand  on top of  my knee, flat 
and pressing, a starfish on a rock. His words: W h a t  a knee. Yes, I say. 
Knees. We look at our knees.
Mr. Huybers, who has a curly ponytail and  a receding hairline and 
coaches girls’ tennis, tells us to tu rn  to page 138. U n d e r  his halfway- 
unbu ttoned  paisley a t-shirt peeks out. It reads “How  Ionic .”
T h e  kid behind  me keeps kicking my seat and  sticking his 
pencil into my hair. I concentrate. T h e  atoms on page 138 look like 
globs. These pictures oversimplify, Mr. Huybers  says. Kick. T h e  
image of  an atom can ’t easily be draw n to scale. H e picks up a piece 
of  chalk. For example [kick, kick], the ratio of  the size o f  a hydrogen 
atom nucleus to the hydrogen atom  as a whole is about 100,000. He 
turns to the chalkboard and  draws a bigger glob. I feel ano th e r  kick. If  
we think about it, Mr. H uybers says— turn ing  from the chalkboard  to 
look at us, noddingly, one at a time— you will realize [kick, kick] there 
is really very little that is solid.
T h e  first time I walk into my do rm  room freshm an year, I am  with my 
father. As soon as we open the door, a girl runs over, hugs me, then 
hugs my father. She is blasting J im i H endrix . I love J im i H endrix , 
she says. Do you? Bold as Love, I say. Are You Experienced. She hugs 
me again. I 'm  so happy we are roommates, she says, as though  w e’ve 
known each other for years and  this is all a happy  coincidence. She 
hugs me again.
She seems nice, my father says later, rubbing  my shoulder. I 
like her. Yes, I say, pulling my hands into my sweatshirt sleeves and 
crossing my arm s over my chest.
M y m other  writes: You could write.
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T here  are o ther words besides “touch” : abut, brush, caress, contact, 
converge, dab, examine, feel, finger, fondle, frisk, graze, grope, handle, 
hit, jo in, kiss, lick, massage, nestle, nudge, palm, palpate, partake, pat, 
paw, pet, probe, push, reach, rub, smooth, strike, stroke, suck, sweep, 
tag, tap, tickle...
T h e  freshman college room m ate  is always bringing new people into 
our dorm  room, all sorts: dreadlocked, h ightopped, bigbanged, shaved, 
bellytatted, pa tchjeaned, poloshirted, chem m ajored, treechoppered, 
drumcircled. You have to meet my room m ate, she says, coming over to 
me and  hugging me. She is an artist, she says, just because I pain ted  
stars and  moons all over the windows and am taking Art 101. M any 
o f these people, I never see again. Some call repeatedly. Some stay a 
few nights. Some leave strange things by our door— mixed tapes and 
mango-flaxseed muffins and  mobiles m ade out of shells. Some live 
off-campus. H e r  bike always knocks against the door when she comes 
home from their houses early in the morning, smelling of  maple leaves 
and  cold. Sorry, she whispers. But are you up? I have to tell you about 
the most am azing  n ight.. .
M y m other  writes: You should write.
Not even science can define where particles are. We can only deal in 
probables: You are probably  near me. O u r  molecules are probably 
close. Left uncertain, we measure: We measure forces and electric 
and therm al conduction. We look for whatever we can to explain 
sensations or textures of  heat or friction— anything. W hatever it takes; 
there has to be a way to explain or measure or calculate whatever it is 
that we probably  feel.
\ \  hen my father calls, i t ’s always: I am afraid I ’m not calling with the 
best o f  new s . ..
In Art 101, we do gesture drawings and make charcoal sketches of 
milk bottles and keep a daily journa l .  We do three-page reports on 
isms: Dadaism, renaissancism, impressionism, realism. I get assigned 
pointillism. Pointillists, I learn, d o n ’t mix their paints. They  use
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p r im a r y  co lors  to c re a te  o th e r  co lors  by p a in t in g  w ith  sm all b ru sh  spots 
on  th e i r  canvases. W h e n  v iew ed  f rom  a d is tan ce ,  th e  p o in ts  o f  p r im a r y  
co lo r  c a n ’t be  seen. T h e  eye does the  m ix ing , in s te a d  o f  th e  b ru sh .  
F rom  far  away, th e  im ages  m a k e  sense; u p  close, th e y ’re ju s t  spots.
It is h a r d  for m e to fill th re e  p ages  w ith  facts a n d  insigh ts  a b o u t  
po in ti l l ism . W h a t  c a n  be  said? It is. I space  m y  le t te rs  o u t  o n  th e  
page .  M y  in s t ru c t io n s  at the  top: R e a d  f rom  far  away.
It is T h an k sg iv in g ,  a n d  I a m  w ith  th e  fam ily  o f  th e  w o m a n  m y fa th e r  is 
seeing. T h e  w o m a n  has tw o sons: S co t t  is in h igh  school,  ac ts  in plays, 
has  par t ies .  P au l p lays guita r ,  has  lo n g  hair,  goes to  a C h r i s t i a n  college 
o u t  in K entucky , is e n g a g e d  to a girl w hose  voice is so t iny  you  n e e d  the  
ro o m  to q u ie t  to h e a r  it.
O v e r  m a s h e d  p o ta to e s  a n d  turkey, S co t t  tells us all h o w  h e  go t 
k icked o u t  o f  school for h a v in g  a b a d  ac id  t r ip  d u r in g  a h is to ry  class.
M y  fa th e r— n ew  to th e  p ro je c t  o f  boys a n d  d isc ip l ine— pokes  serious ly  
a t b e a n  casserole.
Pau l a n d  th e  girl h e  is g o in g  to m arry ,  D., sit a t  th e  e n d  o f  
the  table, p u s h in g  smiles a n d  la ughs  b a c k  a n d  fo r th  in th e i r  o w n  q u ie t  
bubb le .  Later ,  they  tell m e  th a t  they  m e t  in K en tucky . T h e y  tell m e  
a b o u t  the  lake in E a s te rn  W a sh in g to n  th a t  D. lived n e x t  to g ro w in g  up, 
a n d  h o w  Paul,  as a boy, w o u ld  c a m p  by th a t  lake, th e  o th e r  s ide— b o th  
o f  th e m  sw im m in g  in th e  sa m e  w ater ,  b o th  o f  th e m  g ro w in g  u p  slowly, 
y ea r  a f te r  year, n e i th e r  o f  th e m  a w a re  th a t  it w o u ld  take  h u n d r e d s  o f  
miles be fo re  they  w o u ld  know.
To to u c h  is to close a d is tance .  Like c losing  a door. B u t w h a t  is close? 
T h e r e  is always d is tan c e  in close. M y  sis ter a n d  I say “w e a re  c lo se” 
a n d  m y  fa th e r  says “ I w ish we w ere  c lo se r” a n d  a few t im es  in m y  
life I ’ve h e a r d  “ I feel so close to y o u .” B u t close: C lose  is ink  on  this 
page ,  th e  spaces in th e  w ords ,  th e  d is tan c e  b e tw e e n  w h a t  th e  w o rd s  say 
a n d  w h a t  the  w o rd s  m e a n ;  a n d  if  I ’m  u s ing  th e m  r igh t,  the  d is tan c e  
b e tw e e n  w h a t  I th in k  I ’m  w ri t in g  a n d  w h a t  y o u ’ll a c tu a l ly  read .
H e  is close. I look d o w n  at m y h a n d s  a n d  r e m e m b e r  th e re  is a b e e r  in 
th e m ,  s o m e th in g  d a rk  a n d  th ick  a n d  foamy, s t in g y - ta n g y  on  th e  tongue .
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Do you know what I am thinking? He says. No, I say I lift the beer 
up to take a sip. I am thinking, he says, taking the beer from me and 
leaning in, that there is too m uch air between us.
It was indescribable, my freshman room m ate  says. Like, acrobatic .. .
A potluck. Couscous. Tabouli. Wine. H o m em ade  candles. A boy 
with elkskin boots. Everyone has left, walked down to Boulevard Park, 
something about a moon. But we have stayed behind, are sitting on the 
couch. I have forgotten his name. H e has my pants unzipped. People 
start coming back. I zip. We pull apart. M y freshman room m ate  is 
there with her bike, winking. I s tand up, go over to her, whisper in her 
ear: Find out his name. Please. She laughs. I ’m not helping you with this 
one, she says. This, you do yourself.
O n  average, our skins weigh about eight pounds. T h e  outside— the 
par t  you see— is sloughed off dead cells, pushed out and off into the 
world by new dead pressing cells— cells that are constantly pushing 
themselves out of ourselves.
Because the boy with the elkskin boots lives two hours away and  doesn’t 
have a car, he hitchhikes up to Bellingham the day K urt Cobain  is 
found dead in Seattle. We walk to an arbore tum  tower in the woods 
and end up lying on his leather motorcycle jacket in a small clearing off 
of a trail. It is raining, and  we are looking up as the rain mists down 
from the heavy slate sky. Cold, I say. H e turns and  says something, 
something I have to ask him to repeat, not because I do n ’t hear  him, 
but because I d o n ’t know what to say back. We are all lonely inside our 
skin, he says again. Inside, we are and always will be alone.
My father calls: I ’m calling with good news.
T here  are two types of bonding: neutral molecules share electrons, 
while charged molecules m atch up with opposite charges. T h e  
attraction, the pull, the desire, is to be neutral.
T h e  boy with elkskin boots spends fifty dollars on a Dodge Dart. No 
more hitching, he says.
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T hings  last one m ore  m on th .  It never feels right. I write a 
letter. I try to be c lear an d  direct. I write fifteen pages. I m ake a copy 
for myself, then  send it. I read  it again  as if I am  him. I get m a d  at 
me. H e  calls: This makes no sense...
M y m o th e r  writes: W hy  d id n ’t you tell me your  fa ther  is getting  
m arr ied?  W h a t  has h ap p e n e d  to my daugh ter?
I f  ou r  a tom s were looser, m ore  free— if they could ju s t  relax the ir  
electrons a bit, release the ir  e lec trom agnetic  forces— we m igh t say 
“collide” instead o f  “close” : We are a collision. We collided. I  feel like 
I  have collided with you. T h a t  would  be the closest close: a com plete ly  
closed close. But physics: T h e  laws o f  physics m ake us sit up  straight, 
keep ou r  hands  folded neatly  in ou r  laps. T h e y  say, you will take it and  
learn  it an d  like it.
We can be happy  with “close.” It m ight be the only honest
word.
I open  the do o r  an d  th row  my bag  at the wall. W h a t ’s wrong? M y 
ro o m m ate  says. I tell her  how the A rt 101 in s truc to r  read  o u r  jo u rn a ls .  
I tell her  how, w hen  she h a n d e d  m ine  back, she w alked with m e ou t o f  
the bu ild ing a n d  tried  to walk me all the way to cam pus  support.  I t ’s 
ju s t  words, I say, showing he r  the pages.
O f  course it is, sweetie, my ro o m m ate  says, tak ing  the jo u rn a l  
away an d  giving me a hug. T h e n :  C a n  I tell you som eth ing? W hat?  I 
say. She backs away, a n d  for the first time, I see he r  look unsure. You 
need  help hugging. You’re all crooked  an d  bendy, she says. I tell her  
ab o u t  my paren ts , how my m o th e r  never hugged  an d  my fa the r  hugged  
too tight. Well, s tand  up straight, she says. Let me show you how i t ’s 
done. O p e n  up your  arm s. Wider. Wider. See now, y o u ’re crooked  
again.
She tries to show me, a n d  I begin to try  to learn .
III.
Cohesion
In 1999, my freshm an ro o m m ate  and  I are living five blocks away from 
each o th e r  in Seattle. She is teach ing  second grade , a n d  I am  waiting
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tables at P alm er’s, a smoky bar  and  grill downtown. O ne  night, we 
go to L in d a’s Tavern on Capitol Hill. We sit in a booth  and  order 
Sidecars and  smoke N at S h e rm a n ’s. In the booth next to ours, a b lond­
haired boy with black plastic glasses asks us to help him color a fuzzy 
poster with a “birds and flowers” theme. A minute later he is sitting at 
our table, sharing his pitcher. He lives in A lbuquerque and his nam e is 
Dermis.
After L in d a’s closes, we all spill out to the street then walk 
back to my house and  drink Schmidt and listen to T h e  Cars until I 
am asleep on the floor with a blanket around  me and my freshman 
room m ate  is walking Dennis to her house and the gray Seattle mist is 
lightening into morning.
M y m othe r  calls: I am seeing someone. W e’re getting m arried.
It happens like it does: there is not, and then there is. T h e  first night 
he is over at a barbecue and then the next night he is over with The 
Big Lebowski and  Red Hook and then, o f  course, there is more o f  that; 
but then it gets to the stocking caps and  boxer shorts and  smoky pipes 
mixed in with the silverware and  stiff socks in the sheets and concrete- 
caked work boots lined up by the front door and a toolbelt hanging 
from my coat rack and High Life cans by the couch and me driving up 
and down and up and  down the street out front, w ondering where to 
park.
T he  m an my m othe r  says she is going to m arry  used to sleep on 
benches near  the Seattle Center. He is missing three fingers on his left 
hand. Now he delivers wood floor planks. He hangs tsetse from his 
belt and  grows out the hair in front of his ears and  wears a Yarmulke 
above his ponytail. He has a laugh so crazy we get asked to change 
tables at D en n y ’s.
Close your eyes, she says into the phone. No, seriously. Are you?
Okay, you’re on a beach .. .
Every time I pick my freshman room m ate  up from the airport,  she 
smells a little different, jus t  a subtle tiny bit, the way people you know 
well do when you pick them up from the airport. Probably something
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to do with the b reath ing  o f  different air  and  the brush ing  teeth with 
hard  water instead o f  soft and  the sleeping in sheets tha t have been 
washed with T o m ’s of  M aine  instead o f  A rm  & H am m er. T hese  little 
things are the things that change.
My m other  and  the m an  she is going to m arry  d o n ’t w an t to wait any 
longer. T hey  make plans quick. T h ey  are Messianic. T h e  bo ttom  of 
the invitation reads “pot blessing to follow.” T h e  boy I am  living with 
gets excited. This wedding might be okay, he says.
W hen  I speak with my m other  abou t it, she says they w an ted  
to find a way to say “potluck” w ithout the “luck.” We d o n ’t like the 
word, she says, and  we w on’t say it. A nd besides, she says, there is no 
such thing.
W hen  electrons are shared, the bond  can only be felt when the 
molecules try to pull apart .  It is like gluing fingers together. You can 
only feel the bond  when you try to pull the fingers apart ,  w hen  you can 
feel the forces trying to keep them  close.
T h e  day before my freshm an room m ate  moves to A lbuquerque, it is 
sunny— sunny in Seattle in February— and  we m eet for hot and  sour 
soup at University Village.
We eat the soup quietly. I am  w orried  tha t— after eight 
years— we have run  out o f  things to say. W h en  we are done, the 
waitress comes by and  clears our bowls and  drops two plastic fortune 
fish on the bill. I pu t one fish in my palm  and  sort o f  hold it there, 
and  we watch it as it suddenly curls its tail into its head. “D eep  in 
love, we read on the diagram . T h e n  my freshm an room m ate  puts her  
fish in her  palm. At first, it ju s t  sort o f  stays flat, and  we ju s t  sort o f  
stare at it, waiting for it to do something, bu t it ju s t  sort o f  curls its tail 
lazily. So we keep staring and  staring, until then finally— finally— it 
curls up too, tight, the "deep in love” curl, and  we both  brea the  and  sit 
back, relieved, and then look at each o ther  and  laugh, feeling silly for 
being so serious about everything, as if those fish things could really 
be accurate, as if a piece o f  plastic could really tell us how or what we 
feel.
I am  sitting on my m o th e r ’s bed, and  she is showing me her  dress: 
simple, white, and  gauze. She bough t it years ago in Israel, she says, 
somehow knowing right when she saw it that she would w ear it to her
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wedding. G-d promised me, she says. And see? Look now.
W hat kind o f wedding will this be? I say. Is he Jewish? He doesn’t 
look it.
Messianic, my m other  says, tu rn ing  in front of the mirror, looking at her 
behind.
O h , I say. Jesus Jewish.
No, my m other  says, pulling up her hair. Messianic. How  m any pounds 
can I lose in a week?
W h a t’s he wearing? I say.
W hatever he wants, she says. I watch her reach for the zipper, carefully 
unzip, and  softly, slowly, step out o f  the dress.
Just like me, this: H ere  she is, finally happy, and  here I am, just  now at 
this m om ent, missing her.
T h e  language of  science does not bo ther  with touch. In 
electrodynamics or therm odynam ics, touch might m ean  that a charge or 
heat can be transferred by conduction. In quan tum  mechanics touch 
might m ean  that ‘wave-functions’ are overlapping.
W hen  I hug my m other  and the m an she just  m arried , it might 
m ean  that we are close.
IV.
Friction
T hen ,  the w om an says, pulling a cigarette out of her pack, it was just 
fighting. Fighting and  fighting and  fighting to stay together.
Okay, you ’re on this beach. I t ’s sunny. You can hear the waves. You 
are reading dum b magazines. You are thinking of the sun.
M y m other  walks around  with her hands half stuck in her hair. This 
isn’t fair, she says. I c an ’t find where I pu t it...
No, no. See: You have it all wrong. Atoms of my epidermis came close 
to atoms of  her epidermis. T hen ,  the electrons o f  my atoms pressed 
close to the electrons of her atoms. N oth ing  touched.
M y freshman room m ate  calls. I feel like I can ’t tell him certain things, 
she says. Like I can ’t be critical. Bring certain things up. He w on’t 
listen.
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Well, I say. Have you tried talking with him about it?
My mother: I put it here. It was just right here.
M y father calls: We are worried abou t Paul. D. has been seeing 
someone, he says, someone in the K K K  who lives in West Seattle. But 
Paul is still in love with her. Paul still loves her and  wants it to work.
C ertain  touch receptors adapt to stimuli and stop responding. T hey  
are jaded ,  bored. T hey  are journalists  waiting for a good assignment, 
res tauran t patrons tired o f  the same old menu. Wake us up when you 
have something interesting for us, they say, yawning.
She lights the cigarette, picks up her  drink, slides away from the bar, 
and  sits at an empty table over in the corner. I ju s t  need to enjoy this 
song, she says.
friction: At the simplest level, the effect o f  atoms pushing against each 
other.
For five years it was circles and  circles and circles. Now it is back on 
the radius. There is you don’t listen and  you don’t know and  don’t lie and 
I ’m not lying and I  saw you and I  heard you and  so you ’re back at that again 
and coffee m aker throwing and  things flushed into the toilet crying into 
pillows and slamming doors shut, wham.
That’s not fair, he says. H ere you have been doing all this thinking, and 
now I’ve fallen all behind.
It is not Paul’s choice to divorce. He moves out of their ap a r tm en t and 
buys new clothes, a leather jacket. H e cuts his long hair  off. H e says 
now when he looks in the mirror, he can ’t tell who he is.
I have to not be m ad at you this time, I say. Because I need you there, 
and  I ’m not letting you get out o f  it.
M y mother: You saw me with it. You saw me pu t it here.
Lady, he says. I t ’s right there on the shelf.
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My father calls: We are a bit worried about Paul.
Just close your eyes, she says, holding my hand. Picture that beach, a 
Mexico beach, you’re on a beach .. .
Listen, she says. She shuts her  eyes tight. Just listen to this song.
V.
Collision
August, 2000: A Saturday. T h e  phone wakes me up. T h e  boy I am 
living with gets up and  answers it, then comes to the bed and hands 
me the phone. I am foggy, slowed by a Friday night of serving drinks. 
Hello, I say.
It is my father. H e says he is afraid he is not calling with the 
best o f  news. I sit up and listen to him and then I listen more. I have 
been up all night, he says, and  am  not speaking well. His voice is 
gravel, has been ground into something jagged  and dull, run over too 
many times by thick heavy tires going in and out and  in and  out and 
in and out of the same old driveway the same old way these same old 
years.
M y m other  writes: write.
T h e  most com m on nerve endings in the hum an  body are the ones that 
signal pain.
If  touch receptors never adapted, the fibers of our sweaters would 
always be scratchy. We would always want to loosen our laces. Tongues 
would feel too big. Skin would feel too tight. We would always order 
from the dollar menu. We would fight over the word “the.” Poems 
could never be finished, "balking would be directionless. T h e  word 
“distraction” would not exist.
I w ant our beach, I say.
T h e  boy I am living with and I drive two hours north  to visit my father 
and my stepmother. We bring sandwiches and flowers. T h ere  is a lot 
o f  wine floating around. It is quiet. M y s tepm other w on’t eat. T here
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is lots o f  s topping by and  the conversations feel like tissue paper.
In the car  ride back, the boy I am  living with reaches across 
the shifter and  puts his h an d  on my knee. D id  you see how  your fa ther 
was holding your a rm  when you were stand ing  by his chair? H e  says. I 
though t he was never going to ever let you go.
O n  a sm ooth  surface, with few bum ps, there  is little friction. M ost of  
the atoms can slide right by each o the r  w ithout actually push ing  against 
each other. But if the forces betw een  one set o f  a tom s are weak, those 
a tom s get pushed  out o f  the way.
Pau l’s note: “Find people  you love. Love them . D o n ’t ever stop loving 
th e m .”
VI.
Space
In 2004, my college freshm an room m ate  an d  I are living 100 miles 
apa r t  in the state o f  Arizona. I have som eth ing  to tell you, she says 
into the p h one  one day from a n a tu ra l  foods m arke t  up in Prescott. 
You’ll be the first to know.
O h , I know, I say. I am  in Tem pe, on my bike, try ing to 
balance  a cell p h one  betw een my shoulder and  my ear. So, tell me: 
how far along?
I ask him  to please write me a letter. Why? H e says. To tell me you 
know w hat I ’m  saying, I say. But I do know, he says. I ju s t  said. But if 
you write it, y o u ’ll think it, I say. So please?
You ju s t  need  to be in the same room  toge ther for a few minutes, she 
says. T h e n  you will rem em ber. T h e n  you will know w hat o r  who you 
are.
M y freshm an room m ate  gets bigger an d  bigger. I miss my jeans ,  she 
says.
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We need space. Space allows a knife to crisp an apple into slices, trees 
to be toppled by chainsaws, blades of grass to submit to mower blades, 
sharp edges of  paper  to slash deeply into our skin.
Because o f  space, with the right sharpness, anything can be
cut.
And bigger.
But air is m ade of molecules, too. If  there are no molecules between 
‘touching’ molecules then that would m ean there is no air between 
them.
T h ere  is vacuum.
An old friend calls, out of the blue. Do you rem em ber that boy with 
the elkskin boots? She says. H e was working for W eyerhaeuser and 
had an accident. His hand  got caught in a shredder. I stay silent. My 
m ind composes a montage: Sleeping bags, cold nights camping, dorm  
beds, leather jacket, 64 ounce bottles o f  Mickey’s, N irvana posters, 
Dodge Dart. W hich one? I finally say. T h e  right. I try to rem em ber 
the hand. I should rem em ber the hand. All I rem em ber is cigarette 
smoke and how it always rem inded me of my father.
Space: A blank or empty area. Or, the expanse of the universe.
We are standing in the kitchen. I do n ’t know, I say. I d o n ’t either, 
he says. T h e  wind from a fan blows one of the shade strings around 
against the wall: whap, whap, whap. It is the only thing moving in the 
room. It is a thing to stand and stare at.
It happens like it does: there is, and then there is not. And between, 
there is a mess.
Only  250 miles to the nearest ocean, she says.
Space: An area provided for a particular purpose. Or, the infinite area 
in which everything is located.
To my mother: I am w rit ing ...
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VII.
A-lotion
Upon exiting a spiral tube, a marble will move along a path that is 
tangential to the spiral at the point of exit. T he  marble will no longer 
curve or spiral; instead, it will travel in a straight line in the tangential 
direction.
My freshman roommate is in a pulsing type of pain. It lasts days. She 
and Dennis rent pornos and have sex. T hen  they drive around for 
hours on bumpy roads. Then  they watch more pornos. They have 
more sex.
I think it has decided to stay in, she says. It is missing the 
instinct for birth. I will be eternally pregnant with the world’s first 
inside ch ild . ..
Dennis calls: I think it’s happening, I think. I mean, I think so.
Dennis: I t’s not happening. D on’t come yet.
Dennis: It is happening. It definitely is. I think.
O ne of the most fundamental and influential physical laws is one of 
chance.
I am driving up to Prescott, Arizona, and the sun is sinking behind 
the White Mountains, and I am thinking about the two-hour drive, 
wondering if I should stop for something. Ice cream? Wine? Diapers? 
Anything. There must be something to stop for, pick up. I can’t just go 
in their door with nothing. I will think of something.
A slowing object’s acceleration is always in the opposite 
direction of its motion. There  is always a reason to stop.
It is dark now and the temperature is dropping and the cactuses space 
out in shadows for miles in the scrubby hills.
These cactuses are natural here. This is their elevation. I 
think of the cactuses back in Tempe, how they import them in, keep 
them hydrated with individual custom water spigots. Here on this
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sp r ing  n igh t,  in dust cu t th ro u g h  by 1-1 7, so m ew h ere  b e tw een  N ew  
R iver  a n d  Rock  Springs, the  a rm s  o f  the  cactuses  b r a n c h  crooked , 
m a n g led ,  strong, like they  a re  re a c h in g  o u t  for som eth ing ,  any th ing ,  bu t  
all I see is air.
I o p e n  the  door:  Q u ie t .  M usic. D enn is ,  a m idwife, a b a th tu b .  W a te r  
everywhere : T h e  floor, the  ceiling, everyone, the  air. M y  f re sh m a n  
college r o o m m a te ’s h ea d ,  tu r n in g  to me. Eyes m a rb le d ,  sc ram b led ,  
fingers g r ip p in g  w hite  po rce la in .
P rom ise  me, she says. P rom ise  m e you w o n ’t ever, ever, do  this.
For hours ,  it seems: p a p e r  towels, bo il ing  water,  an  uneven  in -an d -o u t ,  
sc ream s loud  e n o u g h  to m a k e  the  house  rip  a p a r t  in to  splin ters  a n d  
th e n  settle back  in to  still.
She is sc re am in g  a n d  D en n is  is th e re  saying y o u ’re doing so good y o u ’re 
doing so good a n d  the  m idw ife is saying keep doing what y o u ’re doing a n d  
here  I a m  ju s t  s ta n d in g  the re  in the  b a th ro o m  d o o rw a y  look ing  for a 
gap, a g ood  m o m e n t ,  an  inv ita tion ,  a space, som e sort o f  w ay  in.
T h e  m idw ife  is ho ld in g  h e r  h a n d s  b e tw een  the  legs o f  my f re sh m a n  
college ro o m m a te ,  p e e r in g  in. She says so m e th in g  a b o u t  an  od d  angle, 
th ings co m in g  ou t  sideways. M o r e  p a p e r  towels, she says, m o t io n in g  
b e h in d  her. M o re  water. I go to the  k itchen ,  find  p a p e r  towels, m ore  
water. I m ake  m y w ay to the  b a th tu b  a n d  find a space to kneel dow n  
on  the  so pp ing  tile floor. I r each  my h a n d  in to  the  tub  a n d  search  for a 
h a n d ,  b u t  h e r  h a n d s  a re  g r ip p in g  the  b o t to m  o f  the  tub, a n d  the  best I 
can  do is rub  a t h e r  a rm .
T h in k  o f  a b each ,  I say. Y ou’re on  a b each .  She looks at my 
h a n d ,  me, a n d  for a second  the re  is a focus, disbelief: H ere ,  this, now?
A beach?
Okay, I say. N o t  that.
She m a n ag e s  a smile. Hey.
Hey, I say. P m  here.
T h e  m idw ife h a n d s  m e a  p a i r  o f  b lue  h o u se h o ld  scissors. I s tand  
over the  b a th tu b  while she holds it o u t  in fron t  o f  me. It is no t  w h a t  
I expect.  I was th ink ing  p ink  a n d  b lo o d  a n d  drippy. T h is  looks like
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a cable that would be unpacked with a computer. T he  cord gums 
between the edges of the blades. I cut.
Whenever an object’s velocity is changing, that object is said to be 
accelerating; that object has an acceleration.
In other words, acceleration has nothing to do with going fast. 
It simply refers to change.
W hen they hand it to me, my right arm  is all crooked. It is just this 
nothing weight on top of it: so still, buried in its blanket, so calm, so 
collapsible, so brittle, so gray. I want to hold it but I don ’t want to hold 
it. I am afraid. I am afraid it will fade in my arms and no one will 
know. I want to ask the midwife to stand next to me and make sure it 
stays alive. I want to ask her how you can be sure. I lean close, look for 
a twitch, a flutter in the chest, a wisp of a twinge. My right a rm  burns 
but there is no way I will move.
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M X m e d e r
The Dream
I do not propose that against the bleak 
network of sky we posit the infirm rose.
I t’s a brief flower that hews its motion 
from that air. Nor is it advisable to 
mirror the sun in its ancient authority 
as captain of all things. Some movement 
has no correspondence. Green closing on 
green. Clouds part. They part. Lovers.
I t ’s a long-ago suasion. Consider that 
they, the eyes of Rousseau, are his alone 
set in the skulls of the lions of dream.
That sight is circular. It has that form: 
as thought coming upon itself. A hand 
extended. Eyes. Eyes. Eyes. A hand 
extended. What I mean to say is that as 
the arc of a pendulum decreases, good 
vision and a good canvas cut through time.
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W y n  C o o p e r
Room
T he room we want is small and clean 
that we may fill it with squalor, 
which in a pinch can be enough 
for the elements of desire.
From the room we need a view 
of the wrong side of the tracks.
I t ’s where we spent our early years 
and now we have come back.
We want our water bottled 
and a ribbon on the toilet, 
a tv with no reception, 
some whiskey, no comments.
W e’ll leave the room like we’re T he  Who. 
C a n ’t find your car? I t ’s in the pool.
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Ja i m e  B r u n t o n
On Love
Theodore  Roosevelt’s son Kerm it fell in love with a girl nam ed 
Belle, blond-haired and doe-eyed, the kind of girl you might 
see tied to a railroad track in a silent film. He wrote to her from 
Brazil, where he worked for the railroad, a letter fraught with 
so’s and please’s and the radical disbelief that she could ever 
re turn  his love. She could. This she told him a short time later 
in a letter fraught with very’s and  em dashes and the radical 
disbelief that he could have chosen her out of all the girls in the 
world. Thus impassioned, Kerm it counted down the days until 
he should return  to the States for the marriage. Before he could 
depart, his m other notified him of his recently defeated father’s 
im pending trip into uncharted  A m azonia (such were the grand  
gestures of the Bull Moose ego when wounded) and of her desire 
for Kermit, her favorite son, to keep watch over him. Kermit, 
who would fight in both World Wars, who would die in Alaska 
a suicide, whose death would be reported  to his m other  as heart 
failure, obliged. He wrote to Belle immediately. “If  I w eren’t 
going I should always feel that when my chance had come to 
help, I had proved wanting, and  all my life,” he said, “I would 
feel it.”
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C o n t r i b u t o r s
With Stephanie Anderson, SAMUEL AM A DO N edits Projective 
Industries. He is the author of several chapbooks, including Each H  
from Ugly Duckling Presse.
M ICAH BATEMAN is from Jacksonville, Texas, and will be an 
entering poet in the Iowa W riters’ Workshop this fall. His poetry can 
be found online at Night Train, Sub-Lit, and Stirring.
Since completing a BA in studio art from U C IA  in 2004, M ICHAEL 
G. BAUERhas explored drawing, music and a num ber of collaborative 
artistic platforms and has increasingly become interested in collective 
based artistic practices. He began the Meditational Love Drawings in 
2005 and completed the body of work this last year. C urrent projects 
include the annual no budget think tank known as Thank Tank, 
(www.thanktankannual.net) and a peer run class on Vagabondism 
offered through the Public School in Los Angeles and Basekamp in 
Philadelphia. For more information go to www.michaelgeraldbauer. 
com.
TAYLOR BROW N grew up in the barrier islands of the Georgia coast. 
After a stint in San Francisco, he, his girlfriend, and their wirehaired 
pointer are making their home in Asheville, North Carolina. His 
short fiction has appeared in The Dead Mule and The Liars’ League, and 
his website is www.taylorbrownhction.com.
jAIME BRU N TO N ’s manuscript, Reclaimed, was a finalist for the 
Walt W hitman Award in 2009, and she was a finalist for the Ruth 
Lilly Fellowship in 2008. H er poems have appeared in Hotel Amerika, 
Passages North, and elsewhere. She is a graduate of the MFA program  
at the University of Illinois.
W YN C o o p e r ’s fourth book of poems, Chaos is the New Calm, will 
be published by BOA Editions in 2010. His second CD with Madison 
Smartt Bell, Postcards Out of the Blue, came out in 2008. He lives in
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Vermont and works as a consultant to the H arriet M onroe Poetry 
Institute. His website is www.wyncooper.com.
TIFF DRESSEN’s life long goal is the synchronization of her left 
and right brain. W hen not consumed by this you can often find her 
peregrinating between O akland and Berkeley. She’s a m em ber/ 
editor at Kelsey Street Press. D uring the day she works for the Vice 
Chancellor for Research at the University of California, Berkeley.
D a v id  En o s  was born in Sacramento, California in 1979. A 
graphic artist and filmmaker, he lives in San Francisco. He is 29.
JULIE GERMAINE is from the South Shore of Massachusetts. She’s 
a creative writing instructor and MFA student at the University of 
Pittsburgh, an artisan baker, and a poster artist. H er work has also 
appeared in Smartish Pace.
D e r e k  H e n d e r s o n  is currently tending towards a PhD in 
poetry from the University of Utah. He is currently alive and well in 
Salt Lake City where he lives with his wife, kids, cats and rat. At the 
m oment, his favorite quote is Charles Ives’ understanding that “The 
intellect is never a whole. It is where the soul finds things."
S H A N N O N  JONAS recently received a Ph.D. in English Literature 
from Western Michigan University. He has recent poems published or 
forthcoming in Tight, Cannibal 4, The Iowa Review, and Barrow Street. He 
lives with his wife in Raleigh, N orth Carolina.
MELISSA KWASNY is the author of three books of poems: Reading 
JVovalis in Montana (Milkweed Editions 2009), Thistle (Lost Horse Press 
2006), and The Archival Birds (Bearstar Press 2000), as well as the editor 
of Toward the Open Field: Poets on the Art o f Reading Poetry 1800-1950 
(Wesleyan University Press 2004).
Not D iam onds” will appear in FRANCES M C C U E ’s forthcoming 
book, The Car That Brought You Here Still Runs, from the University of 
Washington Press in 2010. For this year, she is a Fulbright Scholar 
in M arrakesh, Morocco. Upon her return, she will resume her post
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as W riter in Residence for the Undergraduate Honors Program at 
the University of Washington. From 1996-2006, M cCue was the 
Founding Director of Richard Hugo House in Seattle..
M .K. M EDER lives in San Francisco. His poems have appeared in 
numerous publications, New Letters, Karamu, The Raven Chronicles, The 
American Poetry Journal, Pinyon, Mudfish, Rattle, the American Literary 
Review, Riversedge, The South Carolina Review, Peregrine, and Oyez among 
them.
J OS IE MILL I KEN’s stories and poems have appeared in The Antioch 
Review, The Los Angeles Review, Iron Horse Review, Sonora Review, New 
Orleans Review, Western Humanities Review, and What If? Writing Exercises 
for Fiction Writers. She lives in Tucson, Arizona with her husband, 
Dalian.
]OE SILLS is on a leave of absence from medical school at Tufts 
University to pursue an MFA in fiction at the University of Virginia. 
He promises that he will be a doctor someday.
LUCAS SOUTH W ORTH recently received his MFA from the 
University of Alabama. His work has appeared or is forthcoming in 
Mid-American Review, Willow Springs, Harpur Palate, Web Conjunctions, and 
others. He just completed a collection of short stories, of which “The 
H undredth Confession” is a part.
}OY WILLIAMS is the author of four novels, three collections of 
stories and a book of essays.
MANDE ZECCA holds an MFA in poetry from the Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop. Her poems have appeared in recent issues of Ploughshares 
and Caketrain. She currently lives in the woods of Northwestern 
Connecticut.
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NORTH AMERICAN
R E V I E W
First published in 1815, The North  
American Review  is among the country's 
oldest literary magazines. As a w riter, you 
can have a subscription to  the N orth  
American Review at the reduced price o f 
$18. The N orth American Review  is 
located at the University o f Northern 
Iowa and has published such w ell-know n 
artists and w riters as W alt W hitm an,
Louise Erdrich, Mark Twain, Maxine Hong 
Kingston, and Rita Dove.
Subscribe today and enjoy a 20% savings as 
well as contemporary literature at its best. 
Subscriptions 
$22.00 per year US
Annual Summer Fiction Double Issue
-AUGUST 200b
VOlUMSaoi .JMJMBtRS i  A S4.9S • CANAOA S^s
NORTH AMERICAN/'
I? F  V  I  F
E-mail nar@uni.edu 
Web http ://w ebde lso l.com / NorthAmReview/NAR
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Mississippi Review
The University o f Southern Mississippi 
1 1 8 C o llege  D rive # 5 1  4 4  
H attiesburg , MS 3 9 4 0 6 -5 1 4 4  
w ww .m ississippireview .com
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RHIN© 
P u b l is h in g  p o e t ry ,  s h o r t - s h o r t s  & t r a n s l a t io n s
“. . . burs t s  
with i m a g i n a t i o n  
and i n n o v a t i o n . . . ”
—  New Pages, 2007
Order new 2009 issue: $12 
Reading period: April 1 - October 1
F O U N D E R S ’ $ 300 & publication for 1 winner
P O E T R Y  S50 & publication for 2 finalists
P R I Z E  See website for details
w w w . r h i n o p o e t r y . o r g
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Sa m u e l
M i c a h  
Ta y l o r  b r o  
Ja i m e  B r u n t  
W y n  C o o p e r  
T i f f  D r e s s e n  
J u l i e  G e r m a i n e  
D e r e k  h e n d e r s o n  
Sh a n n o n  Jo n a s  
M e l i s s a  Kw a s n y  
F r a n c e s  m c C u e
M.K.  M E D E R  
JOS IE MlLLIKEN 
D A N  ROSENBERG
Jo e  S i ll’s .
LUCAS S o u  
J o y  W i l l i a m s .  
M a n d e  z e
$10.00
ISBN: 978-0-9778330-6-1
978097783306151000
